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Forward-Looking Statements
2009 Investor and Analyst Meeting

● This presentation includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Forward-looking statements give our current expectations or forecasts of 
future events. They include estimates of future natural gas and oil reserves, expected natural gas and oil production and future 
expenses, assumptions regarding future natural gas and oil prices, planned asset sales, budgeted capital expenditures for 
drilling and acquisitions of leasehold and producing property, and other anticipated cash outflows, as well as statements 
concerning anticipated cash flow and liquidity, business strategy and other plans and objectives for future concerning anticipated cash flow and liquidity, business strategy and other plans and objectives for future 
operations. Disclosures concerning the fair value of derivative contracts and their estimated contribution to our future results of 
operations are based upon market information as of a specific date. These market prices are subject to significant volatility. 

● Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from expected results are described under “Risk Factors” in our 2008 
Form 10-K and our 2009 second quarter Form 10-Q filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on March 2, 2009 
and August 10,200, respectively. These risk factors include the volatility of natural gas and oil prices; the limitations our level of 
indebtedness may have on our financial flexibility; unanticipated adverse effects the current financial crisis may have on our indebtedness may have on our financial flexibility; unanticipated adverse effects the current financial crisis may have on our 
business and financial condition; declines in the values of our natural gas and oil properties resulting in ceiling test write-downs; 
the availability of capital on an economic basis, including through planned asset monetization transactions, to fund reserve 
replacement costs; our ability to replace reserves and sustain production; uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of
natural gas and oil reserves and projecting future rates of production and the amount and timing of development expenditures;
exploration and development drilling that does not result in commercially productive reserves; expiration of natural gas and oil
leases that are not held by production; hedging activities resulting in lower prices realized on natural gas and oil sales and the 
need to secure hedging liabilities; uncertainties in evaluating natural gas and oil reserves of acquired properties and potential need to secure hedging liabilities; uncertainties in evaluating natural gas and oil reserves of acquired properties and potential 
liabilities; the negative impact lower natural gas and oil prices could have on our ability to borrow; drilling and operating risks, 
including potential environmental liabilities; transportation capacity constraints and interruptions that could adversely affect
our cash flow; potential increased operating costs resulting from legislative and regulatory changes such as those proposed 
with respect to commodity derivatives trading, natural gas and oil tax incentives and deductions, hydraulic fracturing and 
climate change; and losses possible from pending or future litigation. Our production forecasts are dependent upon many 
assumptions, including estimates of production decline rates from existing wells and the outcome of future drilling activity.
Although we believe the expectations and forecasts reflected in these and other forward-looking statements are reasonable  we Although we believe the expectations and forecasts reflected in these and other forward looking statements are reasonable, we 
can give no assurance they will prove to have been correct. They can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or 
unknown risks and uncertainties. 

● We caution you not to place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this 
presentation, and we undertake no obligation to update this information.
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Certain Reserve & Production 
Information

2009 Investor and Analyst Meeting

● The Securities and Exchange Commission has generally permitted oil and gas companies, in their 
filings with the SEC, to disclose only proved reserves that a company has demonstrated by actual 
production or conclusive formation tests to be economically and legally producible under existing 
economic and operating conditions   We use the terms “unproved” reserves  including both “risked” and economic and operating conditions.  We use the terms unproved  reserves, including both risked  and 
“unrisked” unproved reserves, reserve “potential” or “upside”, “ultimate recovery” and other 
descriptions of volumes of reserves potentially recoverable through additional drilling or recovery 
techniques that the SEC’s guidelines may prohibit us from including in filings with the SEC.  To estimate 
unproved reserves, the company uses a probability-weighted statistical approach to estimate the 
potential number of drillsites and potential unproved reserves associated with such drillsites   These potential number of drillsites and potential unproved reserves associated with such drillsites.  These 
estimates are by their nature more speculative than estimates of proved reserves and accordingly are 
subject to substantially greater risk of being actually realized by the company. The company's 
methodology for estimating "unproved" reserves is different from the methodology and guidelines used 
by the Society of Petroleum Engineers for estimating "probable" and "possible" reserves. 

● Our production forecasts are dependent upon many assumptions, including estimates of production 
decline rates from existing wells and the outcome of future drilling activity.   Also, our estimates of 
reserves, particularly those in our recent acquisitions where we may have limited review of data or 
experience with the properties, may be subject to revision and may be different from those estimates at 
year end.  Although we believe the expectations, estimates and forecasts reflected in these and other 
forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance they will prove to have been 
correct. They can be affected by inaccurate assumptions and data or by known or unknown risks and 
uncertainties.
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Meeting Agenda
2009 Investor and Analyst Meeting

8:15 am Registration and Breakfast 
9:00 am Welcome:  Jeff Mobley, SVP − Investor Relations and Research

Opening Remarks:  Aubrey McClendon, CEO
9:10 am Operational Overview:  Steve Dixon, EVP and COO;                                                     

Jeff Fisher, SVP – Production 
9:45 am Haynesville Shale:  John Sharp, Geoscience Manager − Louisiana 
10:30 am Marcellus Shale:  Tom Layman, VP Geoscience − Eastern Division 
11:15 am Fayetteville Shale:  Scott Sachs, VP Geoscience − Northern Division
12:00 pm Lunch

Financial Overview:  Marc Rowland, EVP and CFO
Natural Gas Market Perspectives:  Aubrey McClendon, CEO 

1:30 pm Midstream Overview:  Mike Stice, SVP – Natural Gas Projects and CEO of CMP
2:00 pm Barnett Shale:  Allen Middleman, Geoscience Manager − Barnett Shale
2:30 pm Anadarko Basin Washes:  Scott Sachs, VP Geoscience − Northern Division
3:00 pm Other Plays:  Mark Lester  EVP − Exploration; 3:00 pm Other Plays:  Mark Lester, EVP  Exploration; 

Larry Lunardi, VP Geophysics
3:30 pm Reservoir Engineering:  Steve Dixon, EVP and COO 
4:00 pm Closing Remarks:  Aubrey McClendon, CEO
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Why Invest in CHK?
2009 Investor and Analyst Meeting

●You will see today that CHK has a unique strategy, powerful assets and a 
distinctive culture

●Over next 4-5 years  CHK should be able to increase its production and proved ●Over next 4-5 years, CHK should be able to increase its production and proved 
reserves by 60% to ~4.0 bcfe/day and ~20-22 tcfe, respectively, creating tens of 
billions of dollars in shareholder value

●Our valuation today does not fully reflect the company’s asset quality or our y y y y
growth and value-creating potential

●We believe there is no reason why CHK, as the premier Big 4 shale and Granite 
Wash company, should trade at discount to single play companies

– Going forward we expect this valuation discount to fade away 

●We plan to fix this valuation discount through strong operational and financial 
performance and continued industry-leading innovation

●We should also become investment grade along the way ●We should also become investment grade along the way 

CHK’s powerful assets are well positioned to deliver strong returns for years to come 
iiii



Operational Overview
Steve Dixon, EVP – Operations and COOSteve Dixon, EVP Operations and COO
Jeff Fisher, SVP – Production  
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CHK Overview

●One of the largest producers of U.S. natural gas
– 2Q’09 natural gas production of 2.245 bcf/day

●Most active driller in U.S. – CHK is responsible for 1 of 7 gas wells being drilled in the U.S.
– 101 operated rigs currently, down from 158 in 8/08 (~35%); ~70 non-operated rigs & ~15 info 

only rigs; collector of ~20% of all daily drilling information generated in the U.S. (~25% in our 
areas of interest); ~93% of our operated rigs are in the Big 4 shale and Granite Wash plays

– It’s a great time to drill!  Costs are down 30-50% from 2008 highs, plus JV carries go further in 
this low cost environment

●Consistent production growth – 19 consecutive years of sequential production growth
– Increased production by 18% in ’08 to 2.30 bcfe/day and projecting increases of 6% in 2009, 

9% in 2010, and 13% in 2011 to ~2.44, ~2.65, and ~3.0 bcfe/day, respectively (after 
curtailments and asset sales)

●Best assets in the industry
– 12.5 tcfe of proved reserves at 6/09(1), targeting 20-22 tcfe in 4-5 years(2)

– 62 tcfe of risked unproved reserve potential; >10-year inventory of ~36 000 net drilling 62 tcfe of risked unproved reserve potential; >10 year inventory of 36,000 net drilling 
locations

●Unparalleled inventory of U.S. onshore leasehold and 3D seismic
– 14.3 mm net acres of U.S. onshore leasehold and ~22.7 mm acres of 3D seismic data

2

Data above incorporates:
• CHK’s Outlook dated 10/13/09
• Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
(1) 13.2 tcfe of proved reserves using 12/31/08 pricing
(2) Excludes price related revisions and the adoption of new SEC reserve rules
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Key Operational Takeaways
and Perspectives

●Enormity of CHK’s opportunity set and advantaged, low-cost 
asset portfolio

● Improving cost trends and efficiencies

●Unique operational skill sets delivering improved q p g p
performance

● Tremendous economies of scale and vertical integration

●State-of-the-art technologies enable CHK geoscientists and 
engineers to “crack the code” on resource plays and improve 
existing plays

●CHK land machine is able to quickly convert geoscience 
ideas into leasehold ownership, drilling opportunities and 
future reserves

3
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America’s #1 Gas Resource Base

●CHK is exceptionally well positioned for   
long-term profitable growth

L t bi d i t i  f l h ld 

Net Acreage
14.3 million acres

Drillsites
~36,000 net drillsites

● Largest combined inventories of leasehold 
and 3D seismic data in the industry

●2.4 bcfe of daily production, 92% gas

●12 5 tcfe of proved reserves  94% gas

2.7
15,200

11.6 20,800
●12.5 tcfe of proved reserves, 94% gas

●61.6 tcfe of risked unproved reserves
– 172 tcfe of unrisked unproved reserves

●14.3 million net acres of leasehold
Proved Undeveloped

Reserves
Risked Unproved

Reserves
●22.7 million acres of 3D seismic data

●>10-year inventory of ~36,000 net drillsites

4.1 tcfe 61.6 tcfe

1.5 15.1

46.52.6All other
Big 4 shale plays(1)

4

• As of 6/30/09 
• Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
(1) The Big 4 consists of the Haynesville, Marcellus, Barnett and Fayetteville shale plays
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CHK’s Drilling Inventory(1)

Total Proved
Est. Risked Est. Avg. Total Risked and Risked Unrisked Current Current

CHK CHK Drilling Net Reserves Proved Unproved Unproved Unproved Daily Operated

Industry Net Density Risk Undrilled Per Well Reserves Reserves Reserves Reserves Production(2) RigIndustry Net Density Risk Undrilled Per Well Reserves Reserves Reserves Reserves Production Rig

Play Area Position Acreage (Acres) Factor Wells (bcfe) (bcfe) (bcfe) (bcfe) (bcfe) (mmcfe) Count(2)

Big 4 Shale Plays:
Haynesville Shale #1 510,000 80 40% 3,750 6.50 714 17,900 18,614 30,100 210 35
Marcellus Shale #1 1,450,000 80 75% 4,550 4.20 125 16,100 16,225 64,600 50 18
Barnett Shale #2 310,000 60 15% 2,750 2.65 3,202 4,700 7,902 6,300 630 17
F tt ill  Sh l #2 440 000 80 20% 4 100 2 40 1 018 7 800 8 818 9 800 260 16Fayetteville Shale #2 440,000 80 20% 4,100 2.40 1,018 7,800 8,818 9,800 260 16
Big 4 Shale Play Subtotals 2,710,000 Various 15,150 Various 5,059 46,500 51,559 110,800 1,150 86

Colony Wash 60,000 160 15% 300 5.70 316 1,100 1,416 1,250 100 5

Texas Panhandle Granite Wash 40,000 80 25% 200 4.75 464 400 864 700 80 3

Other Top 3 11,490,000 Various 20,100 Various 6,686 13,600 20,286 59,650 1,100 7

Total 14,300,000 35,750 12,525 61,600 74,125 172,400 2,430 101

●Advances in horizontal drilling completion technologies have driven a 
fundamental shift towards shale and unconventional resources in the 
past four yearspast four years

●CHK’s portfolio contains the best assets in the most prolific resource 
plays within the U.S., which will enable it to excel in providing clean-
burning natural gas for many years to come

5

• Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
(1) As of 6/30/09
(2) As of 9/30/09
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Focused on Low Risk, High ROR Plays

● Five key assets drive 2010 portfolio
– 90% of operated rig allocation and 90% of 

drillbit capital expenditures
Low risk  long life assets– Low risk, long life assets

– Predictable growth

Marcellus Shale
2010  28 i  & 325  llC l  / G it  W h

Barnett Shale
Fayetteville Shale

2010: 28 rigs & 325+ wellsColony / Granite Wash
2010: 11 rigs & 80+ wells

2010: 18 rigs & 300+ wells Fayetteville Shale
2010: 12 rigs & 170+ wells

Haynesville Shale
2010: 39 rigs & 275+ wells

6

Chesapeake focuses on low risk, high ROR plays that 
are enormous in size
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Portfolio Transition & Upgrade

2004 Portfolio:
28% ROR

2009 Portfolio:
48% ROR ( ith t )

2010 Portfolio:
58% ROR ( ith t )

2011 Portfolio:
59% ROR ( ith t )28% ROR 48% ROR (without carry)

>100% ROR (with carries)
58% ROR (without carry)

91% ROR (Marcellus 
carry only)

59% ROR (without carry)
>100% ROR (Marcellus 

carry only)
Barnett

3%

Other
OthWashes

10%

Sahara
11%

Other 
Unconventional

Conventional
66%

Barnett
24%

Washes
8%

Other
22%

Barnett
21%

Fayetteville
15%

Marcellus
17%

Washes
8%

7%
Barnett

20%

Fayetteville
13%

Marcellus
22%

Washes
8%

Other
7%

10%
66%

Fayetteville
19%

Haynesville
21%

Marcellus
6%

15%

Haynesville
32%

13%

Haynesville
30%

% annual drilling and completion capital before carries

7

Note: Analysis assumes current well cost and expected reserve recoveries assuming $7.00/mcf & $70/bbl NYMEX pricing.  Results 
calculated for shift in portfolio mix by play type
For example, 2004 represents a current investment using a percent capital split representative of the drilling portfolio CHK had in 2004
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Production History and Transition

●Rig count shifted to develop highest ROR projects, 
to deploy drilling carries and to HBP acreage
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nt

Operated Rig Count

●Option value on existing HBP acreage and 
continued evaluation of new play concepts

●Additional option value on higher gas prices and 
capacity to increase activity as markets improve 30 
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capacity to increase activity as markets improve

●Over the past year, CHK’s Big 4 Shale and Granite 
Wash rig count increased to 94 rigs and all other 
plays decreased to 7 rigs

‐
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●Shale and Granite Wash production has increased 
to over 60% of company total

●Non-shale production peaked for CHK in late 2007
N h l  d ti  d li d 16% i  2008 d  

‐
200 
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1,000 

Jan‐06 Jan‐07 Jan‐08 Jan‐09 Jan‐10

All Other Big 4 Shale + Washes

– Non-shale production declined 16% in 2008 and  
is expected to decline by 36% in 2009 including 
divestitures; would have declined 29% without 
divestitures

36% decline

8

All Other Big 4 Shale + Washes

CHK’s 25-30% base decline rate for its non-shale production is a 
good proxy for ~85% of the U.S. production base that is non-shale
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Production Growth Analysis

3.0

CHK Net Production 1/08 – 12/09 From 1/08 to 12/09, CHK will:
● Achieve 12% total net production growth 

(29% excluding divestitures)
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2.8

(0 97)

1.59

(0.35)

2 20

2.46

(29% excluding divestitures)
– 6% CAGR (14% CAGR excluding 

divestitures)

● Replace 0.97 bcfe/day of base declines  
(44% over two years) with 1.59 bcfe/day 
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Capital redeployed into CHK s low
cost drilling program

9
Powerful growth machine and profitable business model
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Top-Tier Production Growth Potential

3 600

4,000

Annual Average Production Rates

326 mmcfe/day growth

2 00

2,800

3,200

3,600
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2,437
24%

13 %

372 mmcfe/day growth
from 140 rigs
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10
Achieving growth with improved rig efficiencies
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CHK Long-term Production Outlook(1)
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Chesapeake will continue delivering low-cost predictable growth for 
years to come

1) Includes actual and anticipated divestitures of producing properties
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CHK Operating Strategy

Develop Play ConceptDevelop Play Concept

Top-tier resource plays lend themselves to continuous improvement

Capture AcreageCapture Acreage

p y pp y p

Leading EdgeLeading Edge
TechnologyTechnology

Scale and Scale and 
Vertical Vertical 

Prove Up the PlayProve Up the Play

TechnologyTechnology
IntegrationIntegration

Manufacturing ModeManufacturing Mode

Build EfficienciesBuild Efficiencies

Manufacturing ModeManufacturing Mode

Maximize UpsideMaximize Upside

12

CHK has achieved great results to date...and we are just getting started
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Vertical Integration Builds Efficiencies
and Drives Value

Chesapeake Energy
Marketing, Inc.

Chesapeake Midstream

13

CHK has captured more of the value-chain than any other U.S. operator
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Implementing Leading Edge Technology

●Horizontal drilling and enhanced  
completion technologies enabled new 
unconventional plays

Utilize Seismic and
Petrophysical Analysis to
Refine the Sweet Spots

Apply Cutting-Edge
Geoscience

Technology to Discover
New Prospect Areas  

p y
● Integrated technology solutions are driving 

improved performance
– Automated, fit-for-purpose drilling rigs
– PAD drilling

Extended laterals
RTC

U ti l 
Engineering 

– Extended laterals
– Geosteering
– Reservoir characterization
– Seismic Inversion
– Green completions

Ad d f t i g fl id

Optimization,
efficiency gains,

scale, repeatability

Refine Drilling and
Completion design to
Achieve Play Viability; 

Unconventional 
Group

Technology 
Group

– Advanced fracturing fluids
– Water recycling
– Refracs and frac diversion
– Real time microseismic
– Artificial lift

Achieve Play Viability; 
Transfer Technology

from Other Plays

●Advanced analytical methods are being 
developed to identify value drivers from 
technology

14
Creative and skillful use of technology is part of the CHK DNA 
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Advanced Analytical Methods

Identify Identify 
CorrelationsCorrelations

Filter Filter 
CrossplotsCrossplots

Test Test 
EconomicsEconomics

Optimized Optimized 
ResultsResults

Data Data 
MetricsMetrics

Completion Data Metrics
a) Lateral length

Reservoir/Geology Data Metrics
a) Permeability

Performance Data Metrics
a) EUR

Stimulation Design Parameter Performance Indicator

) g
b) Lateral orientation
c) Length per stage
d) # of stages
e) # of perforation intervals
f) # of clusters per stage
g) Perforation interval length
h) Cluster spacing

) y
b) Thickness
c) KH
d) Free GIP
e) Absorbed GIP
f) GIP per foot of thickness
g) Geographic area
h) Well spacing

)
b) EUR per foot of lateral
c) Peak rate
d) Peak rate per foot of lateral
e) 90-day cumulative production 
f) 12-month cumulative production
g) B-factor
h) Initial declineh) Cluster spacing

i) TVD
j) Total sand volume
k) Sand volume per foot of lateral
l) Total water volume
m) Water volume per perforation interval
n) Proppant concentration

h) Well spacing
i) # of faults in lateral
j) Zone targeting

h) Initial decline
i) Water gas ratio 
j) ROR
k) NPV
l) F&D costs
m) Profitability index
n) Payout) pp

o) Sand volume by sieve size
p) Fracture gradient
q) Net ISIP gain per stage
r) Average total injection rate

) y

15
Converting data to knowledge and knowledge to value
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Stimulation Design Optimization –
Barnett
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Rigorously mining the industry’s largest data set to optimize performance
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Stimulation Design Optimization –
Fayetteville
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All shale plays are different and require custom analysis
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Translating into Value –
Haynesville Shale
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Multi-shale play knowledge, superior data and process has allowed CHK to move 
quickly and efficiently to optimize results in the Haynesville
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Haynesville Case Study –
Leveraging all of CHK’s Strengths
CHK:
●Proved the concept
●Captured the opportunity

A bl d th  b t d b ight t
30

35

40
Haynesville Rig Count: Operated

●Assembled the best and brightest
– Over 230 technical and operating 

professionals direct this world 
class asset

●Redirected resources to 0

5

10

15

20

25

500
Haynesville Production: mmcfe/day

ed ected esou ces to
aggressively ramp up drilling  
activity to 35 rigs

– People
– Capital
– Rigs and equipment

0

150
200
250
300
350
400
450

Op Gross Rate Net Rate
Rigs and equipment

●Reinvigorated the service base and 
expanded transportation 
infrastructure 

● Is now is delivering strong 

Voluntary 
Curtailments

0
50

100
g g

production growth
– Targeting net production of nearly  

300 mmcfe/day by year-end ’09 
and more than 675 mmcfe/day by 
year-end ‘11

19

y

World-class CHK strategy applied to world-class assets
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Haynesville Case Study – CHK Process is 
Driving Cost Savings and Efficiency

●Costs per well down 27% from $9.5 mm to 
$6.9 mm

– Improved cost environment and leveraged 
$9.5 

$8.9 $10.0 

$12.0 

io
ns

)

Haynesville Gross Cost Trends

Drill, $mm Complete, $mm

Improved cost environment and leveraged 
negotiations

– Further reductions are achievable

●Overall completion costs down
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●Drilling efficiency up
– 27% fewer days to drill
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Strong results to date…even better results on the horizon
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Haynesville Case Study –
Consistently Improving Results
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●Well productivity is increasing
– Optimized formation targeting and completion 

designs
– >100% increase in average IP rate
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– Highest IP of 29 mmcfe/day

●Well reserves are increasing
– Play proved reserve bookings are up 49% YTD 8.0 

Haynesville EUR Trends
Play proved reserve bookings are up 49% YTD 
from 480 to 714 bcfe

– Currently limiting proved reserve bookings to a 
6.5 bcfe/well maximum until longer production 
history generated 3.1 
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1) Peak 24-hour rate

CHK’s operating strategy delivers outstanding results
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Operational Summary

●CHK is aggressively working to exploit the 

nation’s #1 gas resource base

●Successfully shifted CHK drilling program to 

high ROR Big 4 shale and Granite Wash plays

●Now capitalizing on massive data and ●Now capitalizing on massive data and 

information advantages to optimize results

●Efficiently operating the nation’s most active 

drilling program and most integrated platform

●Well positioned to continue delivering top-tier, 

low-risk production growth

22



Haynesville Shale
John Sharp, Geoscience Manager – Haynesville Shale
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Haynesville Shale – Overview

●CHK discovered in 2007, the Haynesville Shale is 
likely to become one of the two largest natural gas 
fields in the U.S.

– Play encompasses approximately a 3.5 mm acre area 
Prospective Area = ~3.5 Million Acres

LOUISIANATEXAS Play encompasses approximately a 3.5 mm acre area 
in northwest LA and East TX

●CHK is the largest leasehold owner in the play with 
~510,000 net acres, primarily focused in the core

– Currently operating 35 rigs in the play; plan to average 
29 rigs in 2009 and 39 rigs in 2010

LOUISIANATEXAS

CHK Royalty LLC 30 H-1
IP: 22.6 mmcfe/d

CLD 23 H‐1
IP 29.1 mmcfe/d

29 rigs in 2009 and 39 rigs in 2010
●80/20 JV with PXP in 7/08; received $3.1 billion in 

cash and drilling carries for 20% sale
●Currently operating 35 rigs in the play; plan to top out 

at ~40 rigs in ‘10
C 210 f

0 
M

ile
s

Frith 29 H‐1
IP: 23.7 mmcfe/d

●Currently producing ~210 mmcfe/day and anticipate 
reaching ~285 mmcfe/day by year-end 2009, ~500 
mmcfe/day by year-end 2010 and ~690 mmcfe/day 
by year-end 2011

●714 bcfe of proved reserves

10

714 bcfe of proved reserves
●~18 tcfe of risked unproved reserves(1)

– ~30 tcfe of unrisked unproved reserves
●CHK’s targeted drilling rate of return is ~55%(2)

90 miles

Chesapeake 
Operated Rigs

CHK Non-Op 
Rigs

CHK Acreage

2

1) Assumes 6.5 bcfe/well and 40% risk factor
2) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf
Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Haynesville Shale – Last 12 Months

●Significant accomplishments since 2008 Investor and Analyst 
Meeting:

– Increased rig count from 14 to 35 operated rigs (32% of industry 
total)

– Increased proved reserves from 135 to 714 bcfe(1)

– Reduced average spud to rig release from 64 to 47 days
– Decreased average well cost from $9.5 million to $6.9 million
– Increased highest to-date IP rate from 14 mmcfe/day to 29 

mmcfe/day
– Increased net production from ~50 mmcfe/day to ~210 mmcfe/day
– Increased net acreage to 510,000 net acres

I d h i l d  f  16  96– Increased horizontal producers from 16 to 96
– Increased 3D seismic acquired from 53 sq miles to 348 sq miles

Currently permitting or shooting 830 sq miles of additional 3D 
seismic data

●Secured 1 3 bcfe/day of firm transportation capacity for CHK ●Secured 1.3 bcfe/day of firm transportation capacity for CHK 
production

●Created 1.1 bcfe/day of gathering capacity

3

Over the past two years, CHK has rapidly shifted from exploration to 
full-scale development and increased its rig count from 1 rig to 35 rigs 
and is on its way to 40 rigs

1) As of 6/30/09
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Bossier Shale – Overview

Bossier Shale Prospective Bossier Shale Prospective Area = Area = ~1.0 ~1.0 Million AcresMillion Acres

● CHK is the largest leasehold owner in the play

● CHK currently owns ~175,000 net acres of 
leasehold prospective for Bossier Shale  Texas Louisiana ease o d p ospect e o oss e S a e

● CHK’s initial Bossier Shale test, the Blackstone 26 
H-1 had an initial production rate of 9.4 
mmcfe/day on August 2, 2009; averaged 8.1 
mmcfe/day in the first 30 days

~
1

1
0

 m
ile

s

mmcfe/day in the first 30 days

● CHK’s leasehold position in the Bossier Shale has 
risked unproved reserves of ~2.3 tcfe and unrisked 
unproved reserves of ~9 tcfe(1)

C S● Currently drilling second Bossier Shale well, 
Muench 10H-1, in southern Desoto Parish

● Two additional industry Bossier Shale horizontal
wells are currently producing 

Haynesville Shale 
Penetrations

Muench 10 H-1
Currently Drilling

~95 miles

4

1) Assumes 5.5 bcfe/well and 75% risk factor
Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package

CHK has the industry’s largest combined resource potential in the 
Haynesville and Bossier Shales
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CHK is King of the Haynesville Core

●CHK discovered the Haynesville and from 
the beginning targeted the Core

● In the past three years, CHK has built the 
d i t l h ld iti  i  th  Cdominant leasehold position in the Core

●CHK has already HBP’d 88,000 net acres 
(17%) of total 510,000 net acres

– Estimated HBP by YE‘09 ~109,000 net 
acres (from CHK operated wells only)acres (from CHK operated wells only)

– Estimated HBP by YE‘10 ~218,000 net 
acres (from CHK operated wells only)

– Estimated HBP by YE‘11 ~330,000 net 
acres (from CHK operated wells only)

●CHK has only booked 4% of its risked 
unproved Haynesville reserves and 2% of its
unrisked unproved reserves

●CHK and other operator drilling should HBP 
ll C  g  b f  i tiall Core acreage before expiration

●CHK owns a leasehold interest in ~1,800
640-acre sections and controls operations 
in 600 of these sections

5
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CHK is Also the King of the 
Haynesville/Bossier Shale Overlap Core

●CHK anticipates having an interest in roughly 
80% of the wells drilled in the Haynesville and 
Bossier Core area

●CHK is concentrated in geologically stable areas 
where faulting and depth issues are minimized

●Haynesville Core area has the best reservoir 
characteristics within the entire Haynesville play

●All of the wells that have IP'd at >20 mmcfe/day 
are in the Haynesville Core

● In addition  at 175 000 net acres CHK has the ● In addition, at 175,000 net acres, CHK has the 
dominate leasehold position in the emerging 
Bossier Shale Core and especially where the two 
Core areas overlap in LA

6

From Barnett to Haynesville to Marcellus, CHK has always focused 
on leasing the highest quality rock – dividends from this policy will 
pay off for decades to come
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Haynesville and Bossier Shale –
Advantages
●Advantages of the Haynesville and Bossier Shale plays

– Overpressured reservoirs
– Shared surface facilities/development efficiencies 
– High gas-in-place and high initial recoveries
– Geologically stable area – structurally uncomplicated
– Good frac barriers and no water problems
– Located near major pipelines and infrastructure
– Located largely in rural areas

●CHK advantages
– First mover advantages
– Largest leasehold position in the Core area of the plays
– Experience in other shale plays creates unique efficiency and 

enhancement opportunities
– CHK RTC is a big difference maker 
– Industry leading subsurface team driving the development
– Ability to use company-owned built for purpose rigs to convert 

leasehold to HBP quickly
– Experience in urban environments helping in the Shreveport area

7

Stacked Bossier/Haynesville Shale reservoirs will enhance 
leasehold value in the southern part of the play
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Haynesville Shale – Geology

A

A’

AA A’A’A A’

8
Haynesville Shale was deposited approximately 150 million years ago 
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Bossier Shale – Geology

AAA

A’A’A’

AA A’A’A A’

9
Bossier Shale was deposited approximately 140 million years ago 
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Haynesville and Bossier Shale –
Characteristics 

● Depth TVD

Haynesville Shale

10,500’ – 13,500’

Bossier Shale

500’ - 800’ shallower

●MD (horizontals)

● Thickness (net)

● Total organic content (TOC)

14,500’ – 18,000’

150’ – 350’

3% - 5%

than Haynesville Shale

175’ – 325’

3% - 5%

● Average log porosity

● Pressure gradient (psi/foot)

●Water saturation

8% - 10%

~0.84

15% – 20%

8% - 10%

~0.84

15% – 30%●Water saturation

● Gas-in-place/section (bcfe/section)

● Anticipated recovery factor

15% – 20%

150 – 250 

25% – 30%

15% – 30%

150 – 200 

20% – 30%

● Average EUR/horizontal well (bcfe) 4.5 – 8.5 3.5 – 7.5

10

The Bossier Shale appears to be competitive with the Haynesville Shale in 
petrophysical quality
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Haynesville Shale –
Reservoir Characterization

● CHK’s comprehensive reservoir characterization drives the Haynesville 
development

– Maximize value by increasing recovery factor at lower costs
● Industry leading subsurface technical team has transferred focus from Industry leading subsurface technical team has transferred focus from 

identification to development optimization
– Vertical placement of lateral
– Stimulation techniques
– Well spacing

D illi  ffi i i– Drilling efficiencies
● Leverage CHK’s corporate know-how 

– Reservoir Technology Center (RTC)
Onsite core lab and shale experts

– Corporate drilling and completion technology staffCorporate drilling and completion technology staff
– Shared information, technological breakthroughs and operating 

efficiencies across Big 4 shale plays
● CHK has integrated over 70% of all data acquired by the industry in 

the Haynesville into a detailed subsurface understanding that will 
enhance the value of the Haynesville/Bossier development for years enhance the value of the Haynesville/Bossier development for years 
to come

– CHK has drilled ~35% of all wells in the play, has a non-op interest in an 
additional ~15% and has obtained data for an additional 20%, giving CHK 
information on ~70% of all wells drilled to date in the play

11

Unparalleled access to data and industry leading experience help CHK more quickly 
achieve optimal drilling results
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Haynesville Shale – Development Plan

●CHK leasehold of 510,000 net acres
●80-acre spacing (8 wells per sq mile or section)
●3,750 potential net wells to be drilled, risked at 40% (last year , p , ( y

at 50%; next year at 20-30%?)
● Targeted average IP rate 14.1 mmcfe/day

– First month average production of 10.6 mmcfe/day

● Targeted EUR of 4.5-8.5 bcfe per well (6.5 bcfe mid-point EUR)g p ( p )
●Budgeted drilling and completion costs of $7.0 mm per well

– Drillbit F&D cost of $1.44 per mcf at 6.5 bcf EUR
– Goal is to reduce costs to $6.0-6.5 mm per well

●Days to drill well (spud to spud): 45-50 daysy ( p p ) y
● Total unrisked unproved reserve potential: ~30 tcfe
● Total risked unproved reserve potential: ~18 tcfe
●Average operated rig count:

2009: 29 rigs– 2009: 29 rigs
– 2010: 39 rigs

12

CHK will leverage multi-discipline shale expertise to maximize 
the value of this world-class asset

Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Haynesville Shale –
Emphasis on Superpads

●Superpads
– Reduced surface impact
– Fewer rig moves
– 8 wells per superpad
– 16 wells per superpad in 

Haynesville/Bossier stacked fairway
– 1 superpad per section

W ll● Wells
– 80-acre spacing (8 per section)

660’ nominal wellbore spacing
– Single 4,500’ lateral
– Oriented north-south

●No current plans to drill multi-lateral 
stacked horizontals due to too much 
operational risk

●Gathering systems east-west along 
section lines between superpads

13

Design of drilling program minimizes surface impact and maximizes 
getting leases held-by-production 
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Haynesville Shale Drilling –
CHK Improvements 

●Continual focus on process improvement and 
efficiencies
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Haynesville Gross Cost Trends

Drill Complete Goal

– From 3Q ‘08 to 2Q ‘09 CHK reduced both 
drilling costs and drilling time by ~27% 

– Superior rig fleet and personnel through Nomac
– Reduced trouble time through improved well 
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improvements
– Reduced vendor costs64 
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– Improved stimulation cycle time

●How much better can we get?
– Reduce lateral drilling time through 

improvements in directional tools
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Haynesville Shale –
Targeted Well Profile
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Haynesville Shale – Results to Date

Haynesville Type Curve and Normalized Production History
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Haynesville Shale – PV10 Sensitivity 
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Haynesville Shale –
Rate of Return Profile
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Haynesville Shale – Growth Profile
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Targeting a 40-rig program to HBP acreage and drive strong 
growth for years to come
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Haynesville/Bossier Shale – Summary

●Haynesville/Bossier Shale will likely become one of the two 
largest natural gas fields in the U.S.

●CHK is the largest leaseholder in the Haynesville and Bossier CHK is the largest leaseholder in the Haynesville and Bossier 
Shale plays 

– CHK will likely end up participating in roughly 50% of all wells in 
the play

●Overall project has the potential to add 39 tcfe of unrisked●Overall project has the potential to add ~39 tcfe of unrisked
unproved reserves to CHK

– Haynesville Shale upside is ~30 tcfe of unrisked unproved 
reserves to CHK

– Bossier Shale upside is ~9 tcfe of unrisked unproved reserves 
to CHK

●CHK net production projected to increase to ~285 mmcfe/day 
by the end of 2009, ~500 mmcfe/day by the end of 2010 and y , / y y
~690 mmcfe/day by the end of 2011

20
CHK has the #1 position in the #1 play in the U.S.

Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package



Marcellus Shale 
Tom Layman, Vice President Geoscience – Eastern Division
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Marcellus Shale – Overview

● The Marcellus Shale play is likely to become one of the 
two largest gas fields in the U.S. (Haynesville the other)

●CHK is a top-3 producer, the most active driller and the Prospective Area = Prospective Area = ~15 ~15 Million AcresMillion Acres

largest leasehold owner in the play with 1.45 mm net 
acres of leasehold

●67.5/32.5 JV with StatoilHydro in 11/08; $3.375 billion 
in cash and drilling carries

●Currently operating 18 rigs in the play; plan to top out at 
~40 rigs in ’11

●Currently producing ~50 mmcfe/day and anticipate 
reaching ~90 mmcfe/day by year-end ’09, ~220 6

0
 m

ile
s

g / y y y ,
mmcfe/day by year-end ’10 and 390 mmcfe/day by 
year-end ’11

●125 bcfe of proved reserves
●~16 tcf of risked unproved reserves(1)

CHK Acreage

~
4

6

● 16 tcf of risked unproved reserves
– ~65 tcf of unrisked unproved reserves

●CHK’s targeted drilling rate of return is 66% pre-drilling 
carry and >1,000% post-drilling carry(2)

CHK Operated Rigs

~400 miles

2

1) Assumes 4.2 bcfe/well and 75% risk factor
2) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf
Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Marcellus Shale Potential –
How Does it Compare?
●Marcellus fairway is larger than other three 

Big 4 shale plays combined

●Marcellus has favorable depths  thickness  ●Marcellus has favorable depths, thickness, 
pressures and rock characteristics across 
large portion of basin

●Published estimates of ~489 tcf of 
potentially recoverable reserves from the 
Marcellus(1)

– Haynesville - 250 tcf(2)

– Barnett - 44 tcf(2)

– Fayetteville - 42 tcf(2)

3
1) Dr. Terry Engelder - Penn State University
2) Modern Shale Gas Development in the U.S. A Primer – April 2009
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Marcellus Shale – Where We Started

●CHK acquired a leading position in the play in 2005 through 
the acquisition of CNR

– This decision came after a thorough in-house review of the g
Rockies vs. Appalachia; Appalachia was and is the better 
place to make money

●Re-entered six wells to test Marcellus beginning in July 2006

●CHK’s first vertical Marcellus well spud March 2007 ●CHK s first vertical Marcellus well spud March 2007 

●Drilled 19 vertical Marcellus wells through 2008 

●Cored six vertical test wells through Marcellus (analyzed 11 
total Marcellus cores))

●CHK’s first horizontal well spud August 2007

● Two 2Q’08 horizontal Marcellus wells had combined initial 
gross production rates of 10 mmcfe/day and combined 

i d EUR f 11 b festimated EUR of ~11 bcfe

4

CHK was not only early to the Marcellus but also early to shift from 
vertical to horizontal development
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Marcellus Shale – Last 12 Months

● Joint Venture with StatoilHydro; closed in 11/08
– CHK: 67.5% WI, STO: 32.5% WI
– $1.25 billion in cash$
– $2.125 billion in drilling carries

●Eastern Division office relocated to Oklahoma City
– Transferred ~70 managerial, technical and support staff

Add d i d CHK t ff i  OKC– Added experienced CHK staff in OKC
– Maintaining a presence in Charleston, WV

● Still in exploration and delineation phase
– Gathering core and log data
– High-grading leasing efforts
– Drilling to retain acreage
– Refining drilling and completion methods
– Building gathering systems– Building gathering systems
– Cataloging shallow and deep prospects

5
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Marcellus Activity Continued–
Last 12 Months

●Significant accomplishments since 2008 Investor and 
Analyst meeting:

– Increased net acreage to 1.45 mm net acres
– Ramped up rig count from 3 operated rigs to 18 operated rigs
– Increased proved reserves from 25 bcfe to 125 bcfe 
– Increased net production from 5 mmcfe/day to 50 

mmcfe/day
– Increased horizontal producing wells from 6 to 37

●Acquired 70 square miles of 3D seismic data
– Currently shooting 400 miles of 3D seismic data

O  900 il  i  CHK d t b  b  Q1 ‘10– Over 900 miles in CHK database by Q1 ‘10

●Analyzed 2,360 feet of Marcellus core data

●Entered into natural gas processing agreement with 
MarkWest Liberty Midstream & Resources for up to 120 MarkWest Liberty Midstream & Resources for up to 120 
mmcfe/day

– Expect facility to be operational by mid-2010

6
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Marcellus Shale – Leasehold Position 

● CHK and partners control ~2.35 million net 
acres

– Statoil JV covers entire Marcellus play
– Anadarko AMI (Area of Mutual Interest) in NE PA

●CHK is targeting to acquire, on average, 
25 000 t  f l h ld  t  ~25,000 net acres of leasehold per quarter; 

however 1Q ’09 acquisitions were ~50,000 net 
acres and 2Q ’09 acquisitions were ~150,000 
net acres 

7
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CHK’s Marcellus Partners

Statoil Joint Venture 
Chesapeake StatoilHydro 

Anadarko AMI      
Northeastern PA

Chesapeake Anadarko

67.5%
32 5% 50% 50%

p

32.5% 50%

Company Marcellus Net Acres

Chesapeake 1,450,000

StatoilHydro 600 000StatoilHydro 600,000

Anadarko 300,000

Total Exposure 2,350,000

8
CHK is far and away the largest leaseholder in the Marcellus play
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Marcellus Shale – Advantages

●Advantages of the Marcellus Shale play
– World class basin size 

Spans 15 million acres; 5x the Haynesville and 10x the BarnettSpans 15 million acres; 5x the Haynesville and 10x the Barnett

– Close to U.S. population centers and best natural gas markets
– Over-pressured reservoir
– Significant portions of play are geologically stable - structurally 

uncomplicateduncomplicated
– Largely located in rural areas

●CHK advantages
– Largest leasehold position in the play
– Company operated rigs to convert leasehold to HBP quickly
– Experience gained from our other shale plays allows us to quickly 

identify the best areas
– In-house Reservoir Technology Center (RTC)In house Reservoir Technology Center (RTC)
– Over 100 years of operating experience in the area through CNR 

legacy

9
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CHK is Successfully Managing 
Water Challenges
●Hydraulic fracturing will typically require    

~4-5 million gallons of water for a 4,500’ 
lateral length wellg

●Water is piped or trucked to the site and 
stored in a lined pond near one or more 
wells

● Truck routes are established with the intent 
to minimize disturbance

● Flow back water is stored on site in tanks for 
reuse 

●Average golf course in Pennsylvania uses 
three million gallons of water per week

●Average coal-fired power plant (1,000 MW)  
Fresh water impoundment, Northeast PA

uses ten million gallons of water per day

●New York City consumes ~4 million gallons 
of water in five minutes

10
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Water Sources are Abundant
in the Marcellus

●Major surface water resources in the Marcellus area
– Susquehanna River
– Delaware River
– Chenango River
– Chemung River
– Ohio RiverOhio River

●Groundwater resources
– 95% of all groundwater comes from shallow aquifers
– Average depth less than 200’
– Easy to isolate and protect

●Wastewater treatment facilities
– Large volumes available

● Frequently recycling and reusing water from fracing 

Susquehanna River

● Frequently recycling and reusing water from fracing 
operations

11
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CHK is Rapidly Evaluating the Play

12
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Marcellus Shale Play Summary

●Appalachian Basin
– More than 1,000 miles long
– Sediment fill up to 45 000’ thickSediment fill up to 45,000  thick
– More structurally complex along 

eastern margin of the basin

●Marcellus Shale stratigraphy
– Middle Devonian black shale
– ~385 million years old
– Deposited in large restricted basin

C i i l kfl  d h l● Critical workflows and technology
– Gathering core and log data
– Petrophysical model
– Seismic data

Drill Depth to Top of Marcellus – 1,000’ Contour Interval

– Seismic data

2,000 5,000 7,000 9,000

MARCELLUS DRILL DEPTH

13
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Marcellus Shale – Characteristics 

● Depth TVD

●MD (horizontals to date)

1,500’ - 8,500’

9,500’ - 14,500’

● Thickness (net)

● Total Organic Content (TOC)

● Average log porosity

25’ - 250’

5.3% - 7.8%

5.5% - 7.5%Average log porosity

● Pressure gradient (psi/foot)

●Water saturation

G i l / ti  (b f / ti )

5.5% 7.5%

0.42 - 0.7

12% - 35%

30 150● Gas-in-place/section (bcfe/section)

● Anticipated recovery factor

● Average EUR/horizontal well (bcfe) Intrakerogen porosity in Marcellus Shale

30 - 150

~30%

3.2 - 5.2

14

Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Marcellus Shale – Development Plan

●CHK leasehold of 1.45 mm net acres
●80-acre spacing
●4,550 potential net wells to be drilled, risked at 75%
●Pro forma average IP rate 4.0 mmcfe/day

– First month average production of 3.5 mmcfe/day

●Budgeted drilling and completion costs of $4.5 mm per well●Budgeted drilling and completion costs of $4.5 mm per well
– Drillbit F&D cost of $1.28 per mcfe at 4.2 bcfe EUR
– Goal is to reduce well costs to $3.25-$3.75 mm per well

●Days to drill wells (spud to spud) 20-30 days
● Total unrisked unproved reserve potential: 65 tcfe● Total unrisked unproved reserve potential: 65 tcfe
● Total risked unproved reserve potential: 16 tcfe
●Average operated rig count:

– 2009: 15 rigs
– 2010: 28 rigs

15

CHK expects to achieve efficiencies and cost reductions in the 
Marcellus similar to what we have experienced in our other shale plays

Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Marcellus Shale –
Targeted Horizontal Well Profile
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Marcellus Shale – PV10 Sensitivity 
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Marcellus Shale –
Rate of Return Profile
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All RORs are pre-drilling carry from StatoilHydro for 75% of 
CHK’s share of drilling costs
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Marcellus Shale – Growth Profile
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Marcellus Shale – Summary

●Marcellus Shale is likely to become one of the two largest 
natural gas fields in the U.S. (Haynesville the other)

●CHK was early to the play and is the largest leaseholder 
and most active driller

●With 1.45 million net acres, the overall project has the 
t ti l t  dd 65 t f f t i k d d  potential to add 65 tcfe of net unrisked unproved reserves 

to CHK

●CHK net production will increase to ~90 mmcfe/day by 
year end ’09  220 mmcfe/day by year end ’10 and 390 year-end 09, 220 mmcfe/day by year-end 10 and 390 
mmcfe/day by year-end ‘11 

●The Marcellus Shale is the highest rate of return shale play 
in the U.S.in the U.S.

20

Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Fayetteville Shale – Overview

●CHK is the second-largest producer in the Fayetteville Shale 
and the second-largest leasehold owner in the Core area of 
the playp y

●Currently operating 16 rigs to further develop ~440,000
net acres of leasehold 

●75/25 JV with BP in 9/08; $1.9 billion in cash and drilling 
icarries

●Current production of 260 mmcfe/day is up 41% YTD; 
anticipate reaching ~290 mmcfe/day by year-end ’09, 
~300 mmcfe/day by year-end ’10 and ~330 mmcfe/day by / y y y / y y
year-end ’11

●~4,100 potential net risked wells in inventory 

●1.0 tcfe of proved reserves

●~7.8 tcfe of risked unproved reserves(1)

– ~9.8 tcfe of unrisked unproved reserves

●CHK’s targeted drilling rate of return is ~31%(2)

2

Rapidly growing production in an increasingly prolific shale play
1) Assumes 2.4 bcfe/well and 20% risk factor
2) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf
Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Fayetteville Shale – Background

●Discovered by Southwestern Energy (SWN) in ’04/’05
● First Fayetteville Shale production in May ’04; first horizontal 

production in May ’05
●CHK scouted SWN activity and conducted initial geo-scientific 

analysis in ’04/’05
● In early ’05, there was neither infrastructure or CHK staff east 

of the traditional western Arkansas production fairway (100+ 
f Smiles west of Searcy)

●CHK initiated aggressive leasing program in January ’05; now 
have over 440,000 net acres (after sale of 135,000 net acres 
to BP in 9/08)

●CHK drilled and cored several vertical pilot wells starting in late 
’05; CHK kicked off horizontal drilling program in early ’06

●Now have >500 CHK operated wells producing or waiting on 
completion and 16 rigs drilling; CHK is a participant in 
approximately 88% of SWN’s wellsapproximately 88% of SWN’s wells

●Vendors and services are now in place locally; costs are now 
competitive with other plays in the industry; transportation 
capacity is expanding rapidly

3
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Fayetteville Shale – Last 12 Months

●Significant accomplishments since 2008 Investor and Analyst 
Meeting:

– Increased proved reserves from 540 bcfe to 1,020 bcfe
– Increased net production from ~145 mmcfe/day to ~260 

mmcfe/day
– Increased highest to-date IP rate from 6.5 mmcfe/day to 8.5 

mmcfe/day
R d d g  d t  ig l  f  25 d  t  20 d– Reduced average spud to rig release from 25 days to 20 days

– Increased horizontal producing wells from 214 to 439
– Increased 3D seismic acquired from 730 sq miles to 1,205 sq 

miles
Currently permitting or shooting 232 sq miles of 3D seismicCurrently permitting or shooting 232 sq miles of 3D seismic

●Secured additional firm transportation capacity
– Fayetteville Express Pipeline: 375 mmcfe/day of net capacity added

Kinder Morgan and Energy Transfer
P j t l ti  ti i t d l  2011» Project completion anticipated early 2011

4
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Fayetteville Shale – Leasehold Position

●CHK currently owns 

CHK Non-op RigsCHK Operated Rigs CHK Acreage

ARKANSASARKANSAS

●CHK currently owns 
~440,000 net acres 
of leasehold in the 
Core area of the play

~4
0 

m
ile

s

●CHK is adding 
~7,500 net acres of 
leasehold per 
quarterquarter

~110 miles
As of 10/1/09

5
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Fayetteville Shale – Advantages

●Advantages of the Fayetteville Shale play
– Organic rich, low-clay content, high silica percentage
– Good permeability relative to other shale plays 

L   t  hi h NRI– Low acreage costs, high NRIs
– Attractive finding costs
– Mostly rural areas
– Established state regulatory guidelines

●CHK advantages●CHK advantages
– Second-largest leasehold position, mostly HBP by December 2011
– Experienced technical staff on all fronts
– Knowledge of other shale plays, RTC
– Nomac rig fleet and ability to HBP leasehold faster

75/25 j i   i h BP– 75/25 joint venture with BP
– Significant infrastructure/natural gas capacity
– Significantly improved well EUR’s since 2006
– Improved drilling and completion costs improvement and increased 

vendor competitionp
●Challenges

– Complex structure compared to Barnett and Haynesville
– Rough topography and lakes in northern portion of the Core area 
– Minor areas with NFS, AFGC regulations

6
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Fayetteville Shale –
Chesapeake Pilot Tests

● TVD depths to top of lower Fayetteville range 
from 1,200’ to 7,500’ across the current 
productive area

● Fayetteville pilot areas assigned mainly to test 
various log characteristics, thicknesses and depths

– Helps to delineate extent of the play
H l  t  b tt  d t d l  i   d ● Typical depths across Core area range from 

3,000’ to 5,500’ TVD
● Typical perforated lateral length is ~4,000’

– Helps to better understand value in areas and 
guide leasing program

● Moorefield secondary shale target underlying 
Fayetteville

● Secondary conventional targets
– Orr and Hale formations

B ill  B  H CHK Pilot Areas

Lower Fayetteville Structure
CI:  1,000’

– Batesville, Boone, Hunton

110 miles

CHK Pilot Areas

Conventional Production 

7
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Fayetteville Shale –
Approaching 2,100 Wells to Date

110 miles

s
40

 m
ile

s

Fayetteville Wells Drilled to Date
SOUTHWESTERN 1,119 

C S

As of 10/1/09

8

CHESAPEAKE 505 

PETROHAWK 223 

XTO 152 

OTHER OPERATORS 63 
The top four operators control ~97% of the play
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Fayetteville Shale – Characteristics

●Depth TVD

●MD (horizontals)

1,200’ – 7,500’

5,700’ – 13,500’

● Thickness

● Total organic content (TOC)

50’ – 200’ 

2.0% – 5.0%  

● Thermal maturity (vitrinite reflectance)

●Average log porosity

●Pressure gradient (psi/foot)

1.2% – 3.0%

4% – 12%

Normal ~0.42●Pressure gradient (psi/foot)

●Water saturation

●Gas-in-place (bcfe/section)

Normal 0.42

15% – 50%

30 – 60

●Anticipated recovery factor

●Average EUR/horizontal well (bcfe)

35% – 40%

2.2 – 3.0

9

•Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Fayetteville Shale – Development Plan

●CHK leasehold of 440,000 net acres
●80-acre spacing●80 acre spacing
●4,100 potential net wells to be drilled, risked at 20%
●Pro forma average IP rate 2.1 mmcfe/day

– First month average production of 1.9 mmcfe/day

B d t d d illi  d l ti  t  f $3 0 illi   ll●Budgeted drilling and completion costs of $3.0 million per well
– Drillbit F&D cost of $1.52 per mcfe at 2.4 bcfe EUR

●Days to drill well (spud to spud): 15-25 days
●1.0 tcfe of proved reserves
● Total unrisked unproved reserve potential: ~9.8 tcfe
● Total risked unproved reserve potential: ~7.8 tcfe
●Average operated rig count:

2009:  18 rigs– 2009:  18 rigs
– 2010:  12 rigs

10

•Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Fayetteville Shale – Field Development

● Multi-well pads

– Shared surface footprint North
2 miles

– 3-6 wells per pad (3 acres)

– Fewer rig moves

Atokan
sands and shales

2500 +/-

● Wells

– 8 wells per section at 560’ 
wellbore spacing

4 000’ average perforated 

Morrowan
sands and shales

5000 +/-

2500 +/-

– 4,000  average perforated 
lateral

– Oriented north-south or 330o

azimuth

Upper Fayetteville
shale

Lower Fayetteville
shale

– Cross section line boundary 
wells approved by the AOGC

Moorefield
shale

Boone limestone

11
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Fayetteville Shale Geo-Steering: 
Lateral Targets

CORRELATION
LOG

MWD
GAMMA

T

V

D
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Fayetteville Shale –
Increasing Drilling Efficiencies
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Fayetteville Shale –
Operational Excellence

●CHK has been and remains a leader in Fayetteville operations
– CHK was the first operator to determine better economics were 

associated with:
Longer laterals
Slick water fracs
Improved geologic targeting

– Completion optimizationCompletion optimization
Increased pounds of sand per foot of perforated lateral and 
treatment rate
Decreased the stage spacing, cluster spacing and stage size
Optimized proppant size  frac fluids composition and Optimized proppant size, frac fluids composition and 
perforation charge size
Scale advantage, currently perform >200 fracs/month

Number of Fracture Stimulations
Months

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TotalYear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total
2006 2 4 3 2 4 13 8 5 5 15 61
2007 19 11 17 15 24 39 50 48 50 50 59 63 445
2008 99 61 66 71 92 83 105 154 177 193 160 178 1,439
*2009 194 229 218 178 173 242 244 206 210 210 200 200 2,504
*Projected Through Q4 '09

14
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Fayetteville Shale –
Targeted Well Profile
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Fayetteville Shale Type Curve
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Fayetteville Shale – PV10 Sensitivity 
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Fayetteville Shale – Rate of Return
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Fayetteville Shale – Growth Profile

CHK Total Net Gas Production
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Fayetteville Shale – Summary

●Successfully built the industry’s second largest position 

● Increased production 41% YTD to 260 mmcfe/day

● Reserves per well continue to improve● Reserves per well continue to improve
– Geo-steering, drilling and completion expertise yielding 

dividends
– 2009 YTD average 2.9 bcfe vs. 2.4 bcfe target

●~4,100 future development locations to drill
– 19 year inventory using 12 rigs

●1.0 tcfe of proved reserves

●9 8 tcfe of unrisked unproved reserves●9.8 tcfe of unrisked unproved reserves

20

•Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Key Natural Gas Market Factors 
●While U.S. natural gas prices are soft today, there are strong indications that market forces 

will create a strong natural gas price recovery in 2010 and 2011

● The laws of supply and demand remain intact
– Dramatically reduced rig counts and accelerating decline curves (the “dark side” of technology) 

will lead to sharply lower supply in 2010 and 1H2011 
First year U.S. decline rates are >25%, i.e. >15 bcf/day
The gas-directed rig count has plunged by ~55% from the 2008 peak and has held steady most of the 
summer and fall at ~700 rigssummer and fall at 700 rigs
Following a natural lag from completion and well connection work, U.S. natural gas production is likely to 
decline by 2-3 bcf/day YOY, or ~4%, by year-end 2009 and rapidly fall to by 5-6 bcf/day YOY, or ~10% by 
early summer 2010

● Normalized weather and a rebound in the economy will likely lead to increases in demand

● Higher LNG imports and fuel-switching (reversing some 2009 gains) will partially offset 
tightening market balances

● Storage may be near spring 2009 levels by spring 2010, but on a trajectory to fall short of 
adequate levels by the fall of 2010q y

● Only higher prices will adequately refill storage for 2010/2011 winter
– Using price, the market will have to incentivize increased U.S. drilling 

2
Rig count declines ensure a much tighter 2010 and 2011 natural gas market
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U.S. Natural Gas Production Outlook
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The Industry’s Cost Curve is Shifting 
Rapidly – Very Important to Understand

●Up until five years ago, most E&P companies in the U.S. owned an asset base that was 
more or less the same as everyone else’s – not true anymore and significant implications!

● “Shale haves” will have very low risk F&D costs <$2.00/mcfe for decades to come (and 
decreasing over time as efficiencies increase and shale gas reservoir knowledge 
improves) while “shale have-nots” will have F&D costs >$3.00/mcfe and increasing over 
time as most drilling will be increased-density, rate-acceleration wells in existing fields g y, g
rather than new discoveries
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Those that missed the “Big 4” shale land rush of 2004–2008 will pay 
the price for years, if not decades, to come…
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What is the Marginal Cost of Supply? 

$2.75

$3.00
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● Natural gas prices not likely to stay 
permanently low because of the great 
success of the “Big 4” Shale plays 

– Only 10-15 companies have captured E TX Vertical So. OK Vertical
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meaningful positions in the plays

– The remainder of the E&P industry is 
challenged to generate acceptable returns in 
higher cost, less-efficient plays

– Greater bifurcation between the “shale 
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Gulf Coast Vertical
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&Greater bifurcation between the shale 

haves” and the “shale have-nots” 
The “shale haves” asset bases will 
continually improve while the “shale have-
nots” asset bases will continually degrade

●Marginal industry supply is determined by the 
Haynesville Shale 
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Gulf Coast Vertical 
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r●Marginal industry supply is determined by the 

highest cost one-third of U.S. production not, 
the lowest cost one-third

● Natural gas prices will ultimately rise to levels 
supporting drilling on higher cost assets and Marcellus Shale

Barnett Shale
Colony Granite Wash

TX PH Granite Wash

$0.75

P

lead to strong margins in CHK’s low cost 
shale plays

Marcellus Shale 

– A substantial majority of the ~85% of U.S. natural gas production that is non-shale needs 
$7-9/mcf NYMEX prices to be economically viable for enough drilling to stabilize rapidly 
declining non-shale production 

5

(1) Size of bubble corresponds to relative size of CHK proved and risked unproved reserves in each play

g p



Financial Overview 
Marc Rowland, EVP & CFO
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Financial Highlights

●~$33 billion enterprise value
– ~$18.1 billion equity value, ~$12.2 billion net long-term debt and ~$2.2 billion working capital 

deficit
●Strong profitability  g p y

– 2009E: ebitda $4.0 billion, operating cash flow $3.7 billion, adj. net income to common $1.3 billion
– 2010E: ebitda $5.1 billion, operating cash flow $4.7 billion, adj. net income to common $1.8 billion
– 2011E: ebitda $5.1 billion, operating cash flow $4.7 billion, adj. net income to common $1.7 billion

●Attractive hedging position 
– 79% of 3Q & 4Q’09, 22% of 2010 production hedged at average prices of $7.33 and $9.39  

I ti  j i t t  t● Innovative joint venture arrangements
– CHK/PXP in Haynesville Shale: $3.3 billion for 20% interest
– CHK/BP in Fayetteville Shale: $1.9 billion for 25% interest
– CHK/STO in Marcellus Shale:  $3.4 billion for 32.5% interest 

● Improving balance sheet
B l d fi i g i  f it  d l g t  d bt ith l g d t d fi d t iti– Balanced financing mix of equity and long-term debt with long-dated fixed maturities

– Strong asset and cash flow coverage of debt
– Substantial asset growth, cash generation and earnings set to meaningfully deleverage CHK over 

the next several years  
●Anticipating further improvement to debt metrics 

– Proved reserves expected to grow by ~60% over the next 4-5 years without the need for additional – Proved reserves expected to grow by 60% over the next 4-5 years without the need for additional 
financing 

– Superior assets and JV carries result in F&D costs of $1.00 to $1.50 per mcfe

2

Data above incorporates:
• Per Outlook issued 10/13/09 
• Reconciliations to GAAP measures appear on pages 7,8 and 9
• Summary of hedging positions appear on page 17
• An assumed common stock price of $28.00, NYMEX prices of $7.00/mcf and $80.00/bbl for 2010-11 and excludes effects of FAS 133 (unrealized hedging gain or loss)
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Strong Cash Margins and
Steady Debt Levels per Mcfe

$8.50 
$9.00 
$9.50 

Net cash margin
Preferred dividends

2Q’09 Averages
(per mcfe)

$5 50 
$6.00 
$6.50 
$7.00 
$7.50 
$8.00 

Preferred dividends
Interest 
G&A
Production tax
Production expense
Long term debt/mcfe of proved reserves

Realized price: $5.89(1)

(2)

$3.00 
$3.50 
$4.00 
$4.50 
$5.00 
$5.50 

$ 
/ 

m
cf

e

g / p

2Q’09 net cash
margin: $3.58

$
$0.50 
$1.00 
$1.50 
$2.00 
$2.50 
$3.00 

Production expense: $0.95

Production tax: $0.11

Preferred dividends: $0.03
Interest expense: $0.97

G&A: $0.25

$0.00 

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 1Q'09 2Q'09

Total cash costs = $2.31

Sr. Unsecured
Rating B3/B B2/B B1/B+ B1/B+ Ba3/BB- Ba3/BB- Ba2/BB Ba2/BB Ba3/BB Ba3/BB Ba3/BB Ba3/BB

3

(1) Includes capitalized interest and excludes unrealized gains/losses on interest rate derivatives
(2) Excludes non-cash stock based compensation
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Strong and Improving Liquidity Position

●$3.1 billion of liquidity at 9/30/09
– Cash:  ~ $500 million 
– CHK revolver:  $1 85 billion of availability CHK revolver:  $1.85 billion of availability 
– Midstream revolvers (CMD/CMP):  $750 million 

of availability 

B d d h b ild●Budgeted cash build(1)

– 2010: $275 million to $950 million  
– 2011: $475 million to $1.2 billion 

●Drilling capex is flexible and can be quickly 
adjusted as natural gas prices change

●Could potentially term-out revolving bank credit 
facility, if desired, at 8% - 9%

4

(1) Per Outlook issued 10/13/09
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A Quick Look Back 

Status 

In our October 2008 Investor and Analyst Meeting, we anticipated generating 
$3.0 - 4.5 billion of additional cash through the following transactions:

Proceeds ($ mm)Objective

Misc. Oklahoma assets (XEC deal)

Marcellus Shale Joint Venture

Midstream partner

Status Proceeds ($ mm)Objective

4Q’08

Nov ’08

4Q’08 - 1Q’09

Closed Oct ’08

Closed Nov’08

Closed Sept’09

$180

$1,250 cash/$2,125 carry

$588 
VPP#4

VPP#5 South Texas assets 

l 

Q Q

4Q’08

Nov ’08

p

Closed Dec’08

Closed Aug’09

$412 

$377

Subtotal

Accelerated Haynesville PXP JV Carry Closed Sept’09

$2,807 cash /$4,932 total

$1,100

Total $3,907 cash/$6,032 total

5
CHK gets deals done regardless of market volatility!
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Cash Resource Plan ’09 - ’11(1)

Net Cash Resources ($ in millions) Total

Operating cash flow(1)(2) $3,700 - 3,750 $4,350 - 5,050 $4,750 - 5,450 $12,800 - 14,250
Leasehold and producing properties transactions
    Sales $1,900 - 2,000 $1,500 - 2,000 $1,250 - 1,750 $4,750 - 5,650
    Acquisitions ($1,000) - (1,250) ($500) - (650) ($350) - (500) ($2,100) - (2,150)
    Net leasehold and producing properties transactio $750 900 $1 000 1 350 $900 1 250 $2 650 3 500

2011E2010E2009E

    Net leasehold and producing properties transactio $750 - 900 $1,000 - 1,350 $900 - 1,250 $2,650 - 3,500

Midstream equity financings or system sales $600 - 800 $250 - 300 $300 - 500 $1,150 - 1,600
Midstream credit facility draws (repayments) ($200) - (300) $150 - 200 - ($50) - (100)

Proceeds from investments and other - $200 - $250 $650 - 700

Total: $5,300 - 5,600 $5,750 - 6,900 $6,150 - 7,450 $17,200 - 19,950

Net Cash Uses ($ in millions)

$450

($ )
Drilling $3,150 - 3,350 $4,400 - 4,700 $4,600 - 4,900 $12,150 - 12,950
Geologic and geophysical $125 - 150 $125 - 150 $125 - 150 $375 - 450
Midstream infrastructure and compression $700 - 900 $300 - 400 $300 - 400 $1,300 - 1,700
Other PP&E $400 - 450 $200 - 250 $200 - 250 $800 - 950
Dividends, capitalized interest, etc. $600 - 800 $550 - 650 $450 - 550 $1,600 - 2,000
Cash income taxes $0 - 25 ($100) - (200) - ($100) - (175)
T t l $4 975 5 675 $5 475 5 950 $5 675 6 250 $16 125 17 875Total: $4,975 - 5,675 $5,475 - 5,950 $5,675 - 6,250 $16,125 - 17,875

Net Cash Change ($75) - 325 $275 - 950 $475 - 1,200 $1,075 - 2,075

Production (bcfe per day) 3.002.44 2.65

Proved reserves(3) (tcfe)
Proved reserves per fully diluted share (mcfe)
YOY % change in proved reserves per FD share

Long-term debt, net of cash on hand ($ in millions)
Long-term debt per mcfe of proved reserves $0.62

18.0
27.8
13%

$11,100

13.0
20.1

2%

$12,500
$0.96

16.0
24.7
23%

$11,900
$0.74

6

(1) From Outlook issued 10/13/09 and assumes NYMEX natural gas  and oil prices of $5.00-$6.00/mcf and $57.75/bbl in 2009; $6.50-$7.50/mcf
and $80/bbl in 2010; and $7.00-$8.00/mcf and $80/bbl in 2011

(2) Before changes in assets and liabilities  
(3) Under existing SEC proved reserve definitions
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2009 Financial Projections at 
Various Natural Gas Prices

As of 10/13/09 Outlook

($ in millions; oil at $57.75 NYMEX) $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $9.00

O/G revenue (unhedged) @ 890 bcfe(1) $3,050 $3,160 $3,250 $3,360 $3,460 $3,560

Hedging effect(2) 2,410        2,310        2,220        2,120        2,020        1,910        

$Marketing and other (@ $0.16/mcfe) 140            140            140            140            140            140            

Production taxes 5% (150)          (160)          (160)          (170)          (170)          (180)          

LOE (@ $1.15/mcfe) (1,020)       (1,020)       (1,020)       (1,020)       (1,020)       (1,020)       

G&A (@ $0.46/mcfe)(3) (410)          (410)          (410)          (410)          (410)          (410)          

Ebitda 4,020      4,020      4,020      4,020      4,020      4,000      , , , , , ,

Interest (@ $0.33/mcfe) (290)          (290)          (290)          (290)          (290)          (290)          

Operating cash flow(2)(3)(4) 3,730      3,730      3,730      3,730      3,730      3,710      

Oil and gas depreciation (@ $1.60/mcfe) (1,420)       (1,420)       (1,420)       (1,420)       (1,420)       (1,420)       

Depreciation of other assets (@ $0.28/mcfe) (240)          (240)          (240)          (240)          (240)          (240)          

I  t  (37 5% t ) (780)          (780)          (780)          (780)          (780)          (770)          Income taxes (37.5% rate) (780)          (780)          (780)          (780)          (780)          (770)          

Net income to common(1) $1,290 $1,290 $1,290 $1,290 $1,290 $1,280

Net income to common per fully diluted shares $2.06 $2.06 $2.06 $2.06 $2.06 $2.04

Net debt/ebitda(5) 3.0             3.0             3.0             3.0             3.0             3.1             

Debt to book capitalization ratio 48% 48% 48% 48% 48% 48%

Ebitda/fixed charges (including pfd. dividends)(6) 5.6             5.6             5.6             5.6             5.6             5.6             

MEV/operating cash flow(7) 4.9x 4.9x 4.9x 4.9x 4.9x 4.9x

EV/ebitda(8) 8.1x 8.1x 8.1x 8.1x 8.1x 8.1x

PE ratio(9) 13.6x 13.6x 13.6x 13.6x 13.6x 13.7x

7

(1) Before effects of FAS 133 (unrealized hedging gain or loss) 
(2) Includes the non-cash effect of CNR hedges and lifted hedges 
(3) Includes charges related to stock based compensation 
(4) Before changes in assets and liabilities 
(5) Net Debt = long-term debt less cash 
(6) Fixed Charges ($718mm) = interest expense of $696 million plus deferred dividends of $22 million 
(7) MEV (Market Equity Value) = $18.1 billion ($28.00/share x 647mm fully diluted shares fully diluted shares as of 6/30/09 pro forma for conversions of convertible debt) 
(8) EV (Enterprise Value) = $32.5 billion (Market Equity Value, plus $12.2 billion in net long-term debt, plus $0.5 billion p/s treated as debt and $1.7 billion working capital deficit) 
(9) Assuming a common stock price of $28.00/share
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2010 Financial Projections at 
Various Natural Gas Prices

As of 10/13/09 Outlook

($ in millions; oil at $80.00 NYMEX) $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $9.00

O/G revenue (unhedged) @ 967 bcfe(1) $3,770 $4,480 $5,200 $5,910 $6,620 $7,340

Hedging effect(2) 780            710            710            750            620            430            

Marketing and other (@ $0.13/mcfe) 130            130            130            130            130            130            

Production taxes 5% (190)          (220)          (260)          (300)          (330)          (370)          

LOE (@ $1.00/mcfe) (970)          (970)          (970)          (970)          (970)          (970)          

G&A (@ $0.46/mcfe)(3) (440)          (440)          (440)          (440)          (440)          (440)          

Ebitda 3,080      3,690      4,370      5,080      5,630      6,120      Ebitda 3,080      3,690      4,370      5,080      5,630      6,120      

Interest (@ $0.38/mcfe) (360)          (360)          (360)          (360)          (360)          (360)          

Operating cash flow(2)(3)(4) 2,720      3,330      4,010      4,720      5,270      5,760      

Oil and gas depreciation (@ $1.60/mcfe) (1,550)       (1,550)       (1,550)       (1,550)       (1,550)       (1,550)       

Depreciation of other assets (@ $0.23/mcfe) (220)          (220)          (220)          (220)          (220)          (220)          

Income taxes (39% rate) (370)          (610)          (870)          (1,150)       (1,370)       (1,560)       

Net income to common(1) $580 $950 $1,370 $1,800 $2,130 $2,430

Net income to common per fully diluted shares $0.90 $1.48 $2.13 $2.80 $3.32 $3.78

Net debt/ebitda(5) 4.0             3.3             2.8             2.4             2.2             2.0             

Debt to book capitalization ratio 46% 45% 45% 44% 43% 43%Debt to book capitalization ratio 46% 45% 45% 44% 43% 43%

Ebitda/fixed charges (including pfd. Dividends)(6) 4.3             5.1             6.1             7.1             7.8             8.5             
MEV/operating cash flow(7) 6.7x 5.4x 4.5x 3.8x 3.4x 3.1x

EV/ebitda(8) 10.5x 8.8x 7.4x 6.4x 5.8x 5.3x

PE ratio(9) 31.1x 18.9x 13.1x 10.0x 8.4x 7.4x

8

(1) Before effects of FAS 133 (unrealized hedging gain or loss) 
(2) Includes the non-cash effect of CNR hedges and lifted hedges 
(3) Includes charges related to stock based compensation 
(4) Before changes in assets and liabilities 
(5) Net Debt = long-term debt less cash 
(6) Fixed Charges ($718mm) = interest expense of $696 million plus deferred dividends of $22 million 
(7) MEV (Market Equity Value) = $18.1 billion ($28.00/share x 647mm fully diluted shares fully diluted shares as of 6/30/09 pro forma for conversions of convertible debt) 
(8) EV (Enterprise Value) = $32.5 billion (Market Equity Value, plus $12.2 billion in net long-term debt, plus $0.5 billion p/s treated as debt and $1.7 billion working capital deficit) 
(9) Assuming a common stock price of $28.00/share
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2011 Financial Projections at 
Various Natural Gas Prices

($ in millions; oil at $80.00 NYMEX) $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $9.00

O/G revenue (unhedged) @ 1,095 bcfe(1) $4,210 $5,020 $5,830 $6,650 $7,460 $8,270

Hedging effect(2) 180            210            230            230            220            220            

As of 10/13/09 Outlook

g g
Marketing and other (@ $0.13/mcfe) 140            140            140            140            140            140            
Production taxes 5% (210)          (250)          (290)          (330)          (370)          (410)          
LOE (@ $1.00/mcfe) (1,100)       (1,100)       (1,100)       (1,100)       (1,100)       (1,100)       

G&A (@ $0.46/mcfe)(3) (500)          (500)          (500)          (500)          (500)          (500)          
Ebitda 2 720      3 520      4 310      5 090      5 850      6 620      Ebitda 2,720      3,520      4,310      5,090      5,850      6,620      
Interest (@ $0.38/mcfe) (360)          (360)          (360)          (360)          (360)          (360)          

Operating cash flow(2)(3)(4) 2,360      3,160      3,950      4,730      5,490      6,260      
Oil and gas depreciation (@ $1.60/mcfe) (1,750)       (1,750)       (1,750)       (1,750)       (1,750)       (1,750)       
Depreciation of other assets (@ $0.23/mcfe) (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          (250)          
Income taxes (39% rate) (140)          (450)          (760)          (1 060)       (1 360)       (1 660)       Income taxes (39% rate) (140)          (450)          (760)          (1,060)       (1,360)       (1,660)       

Net income to common(1) $220 $710 $1,190 $1,670 $2,130 $2,600

Net income to common per fully diluted shares $0.34 $1.10 $1.84 $2.58 $3.29 $4.02

Net debt/ebitda(5) 4.5             3.5             2.8             2.4             2.1             1.8             

Debt to book capitalization ratio 42% 41% 40% 40% 39% 38%

Ebitda/fixed charges (including pfd. Dividends)(6) 3.8             4.9             6.0             7.1             8.1             9.2             
MEV/operating cash flow(7) 7.7x 5.7x 4.6x 3.8x 3.3x 2.9x

EV/ebitda(8) 11.9x 9.2x 7.5x 6.4x 5.6x 4.9x

PE ratio(9) 82.4x 25.5x 15.2x 10.9x 8.5x 7.0x

9

(1) Before effects of FAS 133 (unrealized hedging gain or loss) 
(2) Includes the non-cash effect of CNR hedges and lifted hedges 
(3) Includes charges related to stock based compensation 
(4) Before changes in assets and liabilities 
(5) Net Debt = long-term debt less cash 
(6) Fixed Charges ($718mm) = interest expense of $696 million plus deferred dividends of $22 million 
(7) MEV (Market Equity Value) = $18.1 billion ($28.00/share x 647mm fully diluted shares fully diluted shares as of 6/30/09 pro forma for conversions of convertible debt) 
(8) EV (Enterprise Value) = $32.5 billion (Market Equity Value, plus $12.2 billion in net long-term debt, plus $0.5 billion p/s treated as debt and $1.7 billion working capital deficit) 
(9) Assuming a common stock price of $28.00/share
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Senior Note Maturity Schedule(1)

$3 200

$3,600

$4,000

Total Senior Notes: $11.2 billion
Average Rate: 6.2%
A  M i  7 3 

$3,278(2)

$2,400

$2,800

$3,200

M

$2,476(2)

Average Maturity: 7.3 years

$2,163(2)

$1 200

$1,600

$2,000

$
 in

 M
M

$1,270

$400

$800

$1,200
$864

$600 $500
$3.5 billion bank 

credit facility matures 
November 2012

$3.5 billion bank 
credit facility matures 

November 2012

$0
'08 '09 '10 '11 '12 '13 '14 '15 '16 '17 '18 '19 '20

(1) As of 6/30/09, pro forma for subsequent debt for equity exchanges 
(2) Recognizes earliest investor put option as maturity

Rate:Rate:
7.625%

6.375%6.375%

6.625%
6.875%

7.5%
7.0%

6.25%6.5%

2.75%
9.5%

6.875%7.5%
6.25%
2.5%

7.25%
2.25%

10

Staggered long term debt maturity structure with no senior notes due for 
five years; cash flow of ~$20-25 billion likely before first payment
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Unsolicited Convertible Debt For Equity 
Exchanges 
●Opportunistic approach to reduce financial leverage 

– Attractive return on individual lots of unsolicited exchanges of existing convertible notes 
– Superior equity valuation compared to current trading levelsp q y p g

Weighted average common stock issuance price:  $32.67 per share (before considering the 
elimination of existing dilution)

– Exchanged convertible notes at steep discount to par 
Weighted average discount to par: 34.2%
Estimated gain on book value: $386 million (in millions except share price and %)g $

●Reduction in convertible notes 
outstanding by >$1.1 billion

● Improved debt metrics
– Debt to EBITDA 

Original Issue: $3,720

Less: Exchanges ($1,128)

Current Convertible Notes Outstanding: $2,592

( p p )

– Debt to proved reserves 
●Reduction in interest payments

– Annual savings of ~$28 mm  Total Shares Issued: 34.1

Average Effective Common Issue Price: $32.67

Average Discount to Par Value 34.2%

Total Estimated Book Gain: $386

11

• The issuance of the shares of Common Stock in the transactions above are exempt from registration under the Securities 
Act of 1933 pursuant to Section 3(a)(9) under the Securities Act

• This is not a solicitation to exchange or issue any securities
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CHK = Exceptional Value

($ in millions, except per share data) $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $9.00

Proved reserves 11,500$       15,500$       19,700$       24,000$       28,300$       32,700$       
(2)

Average NYMEX Natural Gas Prices

Unproved reserves(2) 3,100           6,200           12,300         18,500         24,600         30,800         

Value of CHK & CNR hedges(3) 2,300           2,100           2,000           2,000           1,800           1,500           

Other assets(4) 4,800           4,800           4,800           4,800           4,800           4,800           

PXP, BP and STO future dri l l ing cost receivables(5) 2,500           2,500           2,500           2,500           2,500           2,500           

Less: long-term debt (net of cash equivalents) (12,100)        (12,100)        (12,100)        (12,100)        (12,100)        (12,100)        

Less: preferred stock (when not dilutive) (500)             (500)             (500)             -                   -                   -                   

Less net working capital (1,700)          (1,700)          (1,700)          (1,700)          (1,700)          (1,700)          

Shareholder value 9,900$         16,800$       27,000$       38,000$       48,200$       58,500$       

Fully diluted common shares (in mil l ions)(6) 635              635              636              647              647              647              

NAV per share 15.59$         26.46$         42.45$         58.73$         74.50$         90.42$         NAV per share 15.59$         26.46$         42.45$         58.73$         74.50$         90.42$         

Potential % upside(6) -44% -6% 52% 110% 166% 223%

Asset value to long-term debt 1.8x 2.4x 3.2x 4.1x 5.0x 5.8x

3Q - 4Q 2009
2010

$   4.10
$   6.27
$

$   69.93
$   75.20
$

NYMEX Strip Prices @ 10/08/2009

Oil Gas

12

(1) NYMEX gas price changes and NYMEX oil price held constant at $57.75 per bbl 
(2) 61.6 tcfe of unproved reserves valued from $0.05 - $0.50/mcfe
(3) Per Outlook issued on 10/13/09 
(4) Buildings, drilling rigs, midstream gas assets at net book value and investments at market value pro forma for Midstream JV 
(5) Reduced for early payment of PXP carry 
(6) Based on common stock price of $28.00 per share

$  80.56

2011
2012
2013
2014

$   6.90
$   7.04
$   7.12
$   7.23

$   78.76
$   80.94
$   82.95
$   84.94

5-Year Average 
(2010 – 2014)

$  6.91



CHK Hedging Strategy 
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New Structured Hedging Facility 

●Size
– $10.4 billion of mark-to-market commitment 
– 391,000 contracts of trading capacity (3.91 tcfe), g p y ( )

Separate limits for natural gas, oil and basis hedging  

●Hedge Counterparties 
– 13 hedge counterparties

C i  i  f  $85 illi   $1 5 billi  – Commitment sizes from $85 million to $1.5 billion 
– Facility replaces six existing secured hedge facilities  

●Collateral
– Hedge counterparties are secured primarily by proved reserves pledged by CHKHedge counterparties are secured primarily by proved reserves pledged by CHK

Counterparties share one common pool of collateral

– CHK is secured by cash posted by counterparties if MTM is in excess of defined thresholds 
linked to credit ratings

14

CHK is well positioned to lock in strong margins on up to four years of 
production once natural gas prices rebound 
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We Play Offense Into Price Spikes 
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● Offensive rather than defensive strategy
● Price maker – not price taker
● Margin capture and risk mitigation focus
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CHK Hedging Track Record
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• Virtually all of CHK’s kick out natural gas swaps for 2009 were restructured shortly after our 
2008 Investor and Analyst Meeting

• CHK realized $1.1 billion in hedging gains in 1H’09 and will also have substantial gains in 2H’09 
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CHK’s Natural Gas and Oil Hedge 
Positions for 2009-2010(1)(2)

Current Hedging Position Provides Substantial Near Term Protection and 
Is Structured For A Rebound In 2010 and Beyond
Natural Gas Swaps(3)

Volume 
Hedged (bcf) % Hedged

NYMEX    
Avg. Price Natural Gas Collars(4) 

Volume 
Hedged (bcf) % Hedged

NYMEX Avg. 
Floor Price

Nymex Avg. 
Ceiling PriceNatural Gas Swaps Hedged (bcf) % Hedged Avg. Price Natural Gas Collars Hedged (bcf) % Hedged Floor Price Ceiling Price

3Q-4Q 2009 Total 188.6 45% $7.07 3Q-4Q 2009 Total 154.8 37% $7.12 $8.80

1Q 28.7 $9.84 1Q 43.2 $6.49 $8.51

2Q 27.5 $8.83 2Q 16.4 $7.04 $9.17

3Q 31.7 $9.60 3Q 3.7 $7.60 $11.75

4Q 33.0 $9.77 4Q 3.7 $7.60 $11.75

NYMEX Strip Prices @ 10/08/2009

2010 Total 120.9 14% $9.53 2010 Total 67.0 8% $6.75 $9.03

2011 Total 23.7 2% $9.86 2011 Total 7.2 1% $7.70 $11.50

Oil(5)
Volume 

Hedged (mbbl) % Hedged
NYMEX    

Avg. Price

3Q-4Q 2009 Total 2.1 35% $87.05

GasOil

3Q - 4Q 2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

$   4.10
$   6.27
$   6.90
$   7.04
$   7.12
$ 7 23

$   69.93
$   75.20
$   78.76
$   80.94
$   82.95
$ 84 94

Oil Gas
Q Q

1Q 1.2 $90.25

2Q 1.2 $90.25

3Q 1.2 $90.25

4Q 1.2 $90.25

2010 Total 4.8 38% $90.25

2001 - 2Q’09 realized hedging gains: ~$3.2 billion
2009 - beyond MTM value at 7/31/09:  ~$0.9 billion

Total hedging gains: ~$4.1 billion

$   6.75$  80.56

2014 $   7.23$   84.94

5-Year Average 
(2010 – 2014)

$  6.91

2011 Total 1.1 8% $104.75

17

(1) Excludes written calls
(2) Assumes approximately the midpoint of company production forecast for each item and includes hedging positions as of 10/13/2009
(3) Includes positions with knockout provisions for 8% of 2010 production at knockout prices of $5.45 - $6.75/mcf
(4) Includes three-way collars
(5) Includes cap-swaps and knockout swaps



Midstream OverviewMidstream Overview
J. Mike Stice, SVP of Natural Gas Projects and 
CEO of Chesapeake Midstream PartnersCEO of Chesapeake Midstream Partners
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Two-Pronged CHK Midstream Strategy

●Chesapeake Midstream Development (CMD)
– 100% owned subsidiary of CHK focused on developing plays

Build out of Fayetteville, Haynesville, and Marcellus infrastructure
Dynamic development plans requiring quick responses to changing 
upstream requirements
Capital intensive phase of development
Midstream risks are best managed and borne by upstream producer
I d  d l  l  i h  dIntegrated asset development plan with upstream producer

●Chesapeake Midstream Partners (CMP)
– 50/50 Joint Venture with Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP)

Focused on maximizing value of mature midstream assets in the 
Barnett and Mid-Continent areas

Attractive and predictable volumetric growth profile 

Developed midstream assets that are less capital intensive

Risks are best managed by an independent midstream businessRisks are best managed by an independent midstream business

Attractive for outside equity participation

2
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CHK Midstream Advantages

●Strong anchor customer in CHK
– #1 or #2 leasehold position in each of the four largest shale plays in the U.S.

●Significant size and scale●Significant size and scale
– Already one of the largest midstream operations in the U.S. by volume

●Reliable, fee-based income stream
– Predictable cash flows
– Minimal commodity price risk

●High quality asset portfolio
– Large footprints in prolific producing areas

Sig ifi t g th t ti l ith f t  d d  t  f  CHK– Significant growth potential with future drop-down assets from CHK

● Focus on improving core business capability
– Capital discipline
– Operating cost disciplinep g p
– Business process improvement

3
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Substantial Throughput Volumes

Embedded within CHK is the largest pure-play midstream gatherer in the industry 
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CMD and CMP Operating Areas

CMD
CMPCMP
Pipeline

Marcellus 
Shale

Mid-
Continent

Barnett 
Shale

Continent

Fayetteville 
ShaleShale

Haynesville 
Shale

5
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CMP Transaction Overview

● Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP) purchased a 50% stake in Chesapeake 
Midstream Partners, L.L.C. (CMP)

● CMP comprised of substantially all of CHK’s midstream assets in the Barnett Shale, 
Arkoma, Anadarko, Delaware and Permian Basins

● CHK received $588 million in cash from GIP, retained a 50% interest in CMP and 
retained operating control of the partnership

● CHK entered into various agreements with CMP  including a long-term gathering ● CHK entered into various agreements with CMP, including a long-term gathering 
agreement at rates consistent with current market pricing

● Closed on September 30, 2009

6
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Midstream Corporate Structure

Chesapeake Energy Corporation

Chesapeake Energy 
Marketing Inc  (CEMI)

Chesapeake

Bank Facilities

GIP

100%

Marketing Inc. (CEMI)

Chesapeake Midstream 
Development, L.P. (CMD)

Chesapeake Midstream 
Management, L.L.C. (CMM)

(Employees)

CMP (New Entity)

Midstream Assets

Chesapeake Midstream 
Operating, L.L.C. (CMO)

Global Infrastructure 
Partners (GIP)

Chesapeake 
Midstream Holdings, 

L.L.C. 

$250 mm Revolving Bank 
Credit Facility

100%

50%

Chesapeake Midstream 
Partners, L.L.C. (CMP)

$500 mm Revolving Bank 
Credit Facility

50%

Other
Midstream

Fayetteville 
Midstream

Haynesville
Midstream

Marcellus 
Midstream

Barnett
Midstream

Global 
Mid-Continent

7
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Dual Value Propositions

●Maximize competitive advantage of 
t l ti  

CMPCMD

●Reliable market access
asset location 

● Increase system utilization through 
pursuit of third–party business

●Capital productivity

●CHK-centric services

● Increase operational efficiency

A i  t  th t l t 

●CHK-centric services

● Facilitates holding leases by production

●Acquire assets that complement 
existing asset footprint 

●Divest underperforming assets

●Accelerated system development

●Manage producer risk
p g

8
Strategy driven structure
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CMD Gathering and Pipeline 
Infrastructure

Planned 2010 CMD AdditionsExisting CMD Infrastructure
●Haynesville

– Gathering system capacity – 1,100 mmcf/day
●Haynesville

– Increase central dehydration and treating Gathering system capacity 1,100 mmcf/day
– 2 gathering systems with 7,100 hp installed
– 131 miles of pipeline with 700+ mmcf/day of 

central dehydration and CO2 treating capacity

● Fayetteville

Increase central dehydration and treating 
capacity to 1,600 mmcf/day

– 260 miles of pipeline in various stages of 
development

– 200-300 well connects planned per year
● Fayetteville– Gathering system capacity - 400 mmcf/day (hp 

limited)
– 5 gathering systems with 100,000 hp installed
– 305 miles of pipeline with 60 mmcf/day of 

CO2 treating capacity

● Fayetteville
– 67 miles of pipeline under development
– 117 mmcf/day of treating capacity under 

development
– 150-200 well connects planned per yearg p y

●Marcellus
– Gathering system capacity – 200 mmcf/day
– 5 major gathering systems with 8,760 hp
– 200 miles of gathering pipeline installed with 

●Marcellus
– Increase total gathering capacity to 500 

mmcf/day
Includes 400 mmcf/day in NE PA and 100 
mmcf/day in WV (Victory)

175 mmcf/day of treating capacity
mmcf/day in WV (Victory)

– 60 miles of pipeline under development
– 250-300 well connects planned per year
– Connection to third-party processing capacity for 

90  mmcf/day of throughput

9

Note:  Well connect estimates are CHK connections only to CMD assets
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CMP Gathering and Pipeline 
Infrastructure

Existing CMP Infrastructure

●Barnett
G th i g t  it  3 300 

Planned 2010 CMP Additions

●Barnett
24 000 hp in various stages of development for – Gathering system capacity – 3,300 

mmcf/day
– Integrated multi-county gathering systems 

with 130,000 hp installed
– Over 700 miles of gathering pipeline 

i t ll d

– 24,000 hp in various stages of development for 
increased system capacity

– 315 miles of pipeline in various stages of 
development

– 600-700 well connects per year planned
installed

●Mid-Continent 
– Gathering system capacity – 1,300 

mmcf/day
– 10 major gathering systems with 50 000 hp

●Mid-Continent
– Planned expansion of Greater Granite Wash 

systems
– Planned projects to consolidate low pressure 

systems10 major gathering systems with 50,000 hp
– Over 1,200 miles of gathering pipeline 

installed in the northern portion
– 21 major gathering systems with 38,300 hp
– Over 815 miles of gathering pipeline 

installed in the southern portion

y
– 175-225 well connects per year planned
– Planned expansion of the Gray Rider GGS

installed in the southern portion

10

Note:  Well connect estimates are CHK connections only to CMP assets
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CMD/CMP Financial Objectives

●CMD will continue to spend development capital in building 
out its assets over the next several years

– Capital to be supported by:Capital to be supported by:
Revolver capacity:  $250 mm facility undrawn at 9/30/09
Cash from operations
Distributions from CMP
“Drop down” asset sales to CMPDrop-down  asset sales to CMP

●CMP is projected to be fully funded through cash flow and 
revolving credit facility capacity

– Capital to be supported by:
Revolver capacity:  $500 mm facility undrawn at 9/30/09
Cash from operations
Asset dispositions

●EBITDA growth will continue for several years beyond capital ●EBITDA growth will continue for several years beyond capital 
investment phase

– Pad drilling approach results in upfront investment for future in-
fill drilling contributions in subsequent years 

11
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Strategic Path Forward

●Maintain CMD cost center relationship with CHK to provide infrastructure needs 

●Move CMP from a cost center to a profit center customer service model●Move CMP from a cost center to a profit center customer service model

● Increase total value contribution of CMD and CMP
– Focus on capital investment disciplineFocus on capital investment discipline
– Further improve operating cost discipline
– Enhance business processes

● Leverage skill sets for enhanced combined performance
– CMD to develop assets and prepare for timely drop-down to CMP
– CMP to focus on portfolio management and increased profitability  
– Ensure seamless approach to learning across organizational linesEnsure seamless approach to learning across organizational lines

12



Barnett Shale
Allen Middleman, Geoscience Manager – Barnett Shale
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Barnett Shale – Overview

Prospective Area  = ~1.5 Million AcresProspective Area  = ~1.5 Million Acres

● The Barnett Shale is currently the largest natural gas 
producing field in the U.S. and is producing ~70% of 
all shale gas in the U.S.

●CHK is the largest leasehold owner  most active driller ●CHK is the largest leasehold owner, most active driller 
and largest producer in the Core and Tier 1 sweet 
spot of Tarrant and Johnson Counties 

●Currently producing ~630 mmcfe/day
– Anticipate reaching ~700 mmcfe/day by year-end 

Core &
Tier 1
Outline

~
8

2
 m

ile
s

p g / y y y
2009, ~725 mmcfe/day by year-end 2010 and 760 
mmcfe/day by year-end 2011

●CHK has drilled three of the best four wells ever 
drilled in the Barnett

– The Donna Ray 1H and 3H averaged 9 6 and 8 8 

Chesapeake 
Operated Rigs

The Donna Ray 1H and 3H averaged 9.6 and 8.8 
mmcfe/day, respectively, during their first 30 days of 
production

– The Day Kimball Hill A 1H recently brought online at 
more than 16 mmcfe/day

●3 2 tcfe of proved reserves

~67 miles

CHK Non-op 
Rigs

CHK Acreage

●3.2 tcfe of proved reserves
●~4.7 tcfe of risked unproved reserves and ~6.3 tcfe of 

unrisked unproved reserves(1)

●CHK’s targeted drilling rate of return is ~36%(2)

2

1) Assumes 2.65 bcfe/well and 15% risk factor
2) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf
Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Barnett Shale – Last 12 Months

●What has changed?
– The Barnett has matured and operators are consolidating their 

positions
– Tarrant County sweet spot has been proven by well results, which  y p p y ,

keep improving 
– Acreage location, surface control, pad ownership and midstream 

control are everything
– Level loaded operations allow manufacturing efficiencies to be 

achievedachieved
●Significant accomplishments since 2008 Investor and Analyst 

Meeting
– Increased proved reserves by 460 bcfe to 3.2 tcfe (+17%) 
– Drilled a total of 415 wells

00 3 00 1– Increased average lateral length by 500’ to 3,500’(+ 15%)
– Increased highest to date IP rate of 16.7 mmcfe/day
– Reduced spud to rig release average by 2 days to 18 days (-10%)
– Decreased avg. well drilling costs by $0.23 mm to $1.4 mm (-15%) 
– Decreased avg. well completion costs by $0.18 mm to $1.0 mm (-15%)  Decreased avg. well completion costs by $0.18 mm to $1.0 mm ( 15%)  
– Increased total 3D seismic coverage to 885 sq miles 

3
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Barnett Shale – Leasehold Position

●CHK currently owns ~310,000 net acres of 
Prospective Area  = ~1.5 Million AcresProspective Area  = ~1.5 Million Acres

y ,
leasehold in the Barnett Shale, including 
~280,000 net acres in the Core and Tier 1 area

●CHK is targeting to acquire, on average, ~2,000 
net acres of leasehold per quarter in the heart 

Update
net acres of leasehold per quarter in the heart 
of the Core – that is 33 new net well locations 
per quarter

● Limited competition for new acreage in 

Core &
Tier 1
Outline~
8

2
 m

ile
s

targeted areas of Tarrant county given CHK’s 
current scale, surface control, existing pads 
and midstream infrastructure position 

Chesapeake 
Operated Rigs

~67 miles

CHK Non-op 
Rigs

CHK Acreage

4
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Barnett Shale – Advantages

●Advantages of the Barnett Shale play
– Excellent reservoir - thickness, maturity, gas 

content
– Favorable rock mechanics including frac g

barriers
– Proven, consistent drilling results
– Technology transfer to and from other shale 

plays in CHK portfolio
– High level of confidence in EUR projectionsHigh level of confidence in EUR projections

Longest historical horizontal production data 
set (350 horizontal wells older than 5 years) 
of the major shale plays 

●CHK advantages
– Dominant lease and pad positionDominant lease and pad position
– CHK RTC is a big difference maker 
– Proven track record >1,800 horizontal wells 

drilled to date 
– Continue to use technology and lessons 

learned to reduce cycle timelearned to reduce cycle time
– Extensive midstream infrastructure
– Experienced in drilling in urban areas 
– Strong public affairs team in Fort Worth

Arlington Municipal Airport,  Arlington, Texas

5
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Barnett Shale – Characteristics of
Core and Tier 1 Area

●Depth TVD

●MD (horizontals)

5,400’ – 9,600’

8,000’ –16,500’

● Thickness

● Total organic content (TOC)

200’ – 500’

2% - 7%

●Average log porosity

●Pressure gradient (psi/foot)

●Water saturation

6.5% – 8.5% 

0.42 – 0.52

25% – 35%●Water saturation

●Gas-in-place (bcfe/section)

●Anticipated recovery factor

25% – 35%

75 – 200

25% – 35%

●Average EUR/horizontal well (bcfe) 2.5 – 3.0

6
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Barnett Shale – Stratigraphy
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7

Extensive experience, petrophysical data, and core analysis by RTC allows 
CHK to identify, map, and target the sweet spots in the Barnett Shale
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Barnett Shale –
County Rig Counts by Operator
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Barnett Shale – County Performance
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CHK always believed Tarrant and Johnson County would be the best
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Barnett Shale – Development Plan

●280,000 net acres of leasehold in the Core and Tier 1 area, 
310,000 net acres of leasehold overall 

●60-acre spacingp g
●~2,750 potential net risked wells to be drilled, risked at 15%
● Targeted average IP of 2.5 mmcfe/day

– Average first month production of 2.2 mmcfe/day

T t d  EUR f 2 65 b f / ll● Targeted average EUR of 2.65 bcfe/well
●Budgeted drilling and completion costs of $2.6 mm per well

– Drillbit F&D cost of ~$1.31 per mcfe

●Days to drill wells (spud to spud): 18-20 daysy t ( p t p ) y
● Total unrisked unproved reserve potential: ~6.3 tcfe
● Total risked unproved reserve potential: ~4.7 tcfe
●Average operated rig count: 2007: 33 rigs; 2008: 40 rigs; 2009: 

20 rigs; 2010: 18 rigs

10
Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Barnett Shale –
Drilling Improvements
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Barnett Shale –
Targeted Horizontal Well Profile
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Barnett Shale – Results to Date
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Barnett Shale – PV10 Sensitivity
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Barnett Shale – Rate of Return Profile
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Barnett Shale – Growth Profile
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Barnett Shale – Summary

●Barnett Shale is the most prolific shale play in the U.S., 
accounting for 70% of shale gas production

●CHK is the largest producer, most active driller and largest ●CHK is the largest producer, most active driller and largest 
leasehold owner in the Core and Tier 1 sweet spot of 
Tarrant and Johnson Counties

●Overall project has the potential to add 6.3 tcfe of net 
i k d d  t  CHKunrisked unproved reserves to CHK

●Anticipate CHK net production increasing to ~700 
mmcfe/day by year-end 2009, ~725 mmcfe/day by year-
end 2010 and ~760 mmcfe/day by year-end 2011  / y y y

●CHK is the premier driller of shale wells in the U.S. and is 
utilizing this expertise to be one of the lowest cost 
operators in the Barnett Shale

17
Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package



Anadarko Basin Granite Washes 
Scott Sachs, Vice President Geoscience – Northern Division
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Greater Granite Wash

CHK Op Rigs

CHK Non-Op Rigs

OKOK

Industry Rigs

CHK Acreage

~
7

0
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TXTX

Colony Granite Wash
● Located in Custer and Washita counties, OK 
● CHK is the largest leasehold owner with ~60,000 

Texas Panhandle Granite Wash
● Located in Hemphill, Wheeler, Roberts counties, 

TX and Roger Mills, OK

~160 miles

g ,
net acres and is the most active driller

● Colony Granite Wash is currently CHK’s         
highest targeted drilling ROR play at ~141%(1)

● Averaged 110 net mmcfe/day in 3Q’09

● CHK is one of the largest leasehold owners in the 
play with ~40,000 net acres

● Targeted drilling ROR is ~128%(1) in this play
● Averaged 46 net mmcfe/day in 3Q’09

2

1) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf and oil prices of $70.00 per bbl 

CHK is the largest leasehold owner in the Greater Granite Wash Play with 
~360,000 net acres
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Anadarko Basin Granite Wash Plays --
Overview 

●CHK is the most active operator in multiple Wash 
targets

8 h i t l iHorizontal Granite Wash Wells by Operator – 8 horizontal rigs
– Stacked pay intervals:  Atoka, Cherokee, Des Moines 

Washes

● Initial flow rates and EUR100
110
120
130

120

Horizontal Granite Wash Wells by Operator 

ed – Atoka horizontal 6 – 20 mmcfe/day;  4 – 8 bcfe EUR
– Cherokee horizontal 5 – 10 mmcfe/day; 3 - 7 bcfe EUR
– Des Moines horizontal 3 – 6 mmcfe/day; 3 - 6 bcfe EUR
– Colony Wash horizontal 3 – 23 mmcfe/day; 2 – 15 bcfe EUR

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

W
el

ls
 D

ri
lle

●CHK owns 360,000 net leasehold acres over entire 
Wash play fairway

●Currently producing 290 mmcfe/day from the various 
Wash plays from both horizontal and vertical wells

0
10
20
30

24
13 12

18

3
CHK horizontal drilling and completion expertise unparalleled in Anadarko Basin
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Anadarko Basin Granite Wash plays -
Complex Reservoir Architecture

● Inverted Stratigraphy
 Sediment source was 

Wichita/Amarillo Uplift

North

P i

Colony Well
Cherokee Wash

TX Panhandle Well
TX OK

/ p
 Pre-Penn Carbonates and 

Chert erode first to form 
Carbonate Washes

 Underlying Rhyolites and 
Granites then eroded to form 

Permian

Virgilian Wash

Missourian Wash

Douglas & Tonkawa Sands

Cottage Grove &

Oswego
Carb +/- -10,000’

+/- -10,000’

+/ 15 000’
Granite Washes

 Total ‘Wash’ thickness can 
exceed 7,000’

● Colony Wash
2 to 3 Upper Des Moines 

U. DesMoines Wash

Cherokee

Atoka & Morrow

Cottage Grove &
Cleveland Sands

Skinner & Red 
Fork Sands

Colony
Wash

+/- -15,000’

 2 to 3 Upper Des Moines 
Granite Wash zones are 
prospective

● Texas Panhandle
 2 to 5 stacked prospective 

Atoka & Morrow

Springer

Pre-Penn 
Carbonates

Upper Des Moines

Anadarko Shelf

Granite Wash

4

ANADARKO BASIN

Deep Anadarko

300 miles
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Granite Wash– Type Logs

Colony GW ‘A’
COLONY GRANITE WASHTEXAS PANHANDLE GRANITE WASH

Des Moines B

Des Moines C
CHK Proven Hz

CHK & Industry 

Des Moines D

Des Moines E

CHK & Industry 
Proven Hz

CHK Proven Hz

1
3

0
0

0
1

3

Colony GW ‘B’

Des Moines F

5
0

0
1

4
0

0
0

Colony GW ‘C’

Cherokee A

Cherokee B
Potential Hz

1
4

5
0

0
0

CHK Proven Hz

Atoka A
Atoka B

Atoka C Potential Hz

Industry Proven Hz

1
5

0
0

0

CHK Proven Hz

5
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Granite Wash –
Geophysical Development

~160 miles

3D Seismic

CHK Acreage

OKOK

0
m

ile
s

CHK Acreage

● ~3,300 square miles of 3D 
d t  i g th  G t  

TXTX

~
7

0data covering the Greater 
Granite Wash Play

● 65% coverage of 3D in Greater 
G it  W h Pl  Granite Wash Play 

– 91%  coverage in OK

6
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Colony Granite Wash Activity

● CHK controls ~60,000 net acres
of leaseholdLee Roy 1-24H

Big Smoke USA
IP:  9.2 mmcf/day + 1,200 bo/day

● CHK has completed 60 horizontal 
wells in 30 months
– Initial flow rates over 10 mmcf/day 

and 1,000 bo/day from multiple 
wells

y
IP:  14.8 mmcf/day + 1,100 bo/day

Balzar 2-7H
IP:  13.0 mmcf/day + 1,750 bo/day

Shirl Ann 1-14H
IP:  16.0 mmcf/day + 750 bo/day

wells
– Gross daily production:  Over 145 

mmcf/day and 9,500 bo/day
– 5 operated rigs currently drilling

● 350+ net risked remaining well 

Elmer USA 1-9H
IP:  10.0 mmcf/day + 1,800 bo/day

Paul 1-11H
IP:  9.8 mmcf/day + 1,150 bo/day

Goeringer 2 28H

Huls USA 1-13H
IP:  16.0 mmcf/day + 700 bo/day

g
locations on 160 acre spacing
– 300+ CHK operated
– Average completed cost of $6.25 

million/well at 17,000’ measured 
depth

Goeringer 2-28H
IP:  7.3 mmcf/day + 1,340 bo/day

Suderman 1-28H
IP:  10.3 mmcf/day + 1,200 bo/day

Miller 1-21H
IP:  13.0 mmcf/day + 1500 bo/day

Gwendolyn 1-22H
IP:  16.2 mmcf/day + 1260 bo/day

CHK Op Rigs

CHK Acreage

depth
– Average per well EUR: 5.7 bcfe
– Average PV10 per well to be drilled 

is ~$11 mm

Industry Rigs

7

Greater than 1.1 tcfe of risked unproved reserves 
in addition to 316 bcfe of proved reserves
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Colony Granite Wash
Economics and Growth

Summary Targeted Economics:

●Well cost of $6.25 million 250
Colony Granite Wash Daily Production 

● IP: 4.85 mmcf/day and 400 bo/day

●EUR: 4.5 bcf and 200 mbo

● Finding cost of $1.38/mcfe

200

Gross Net

 (
m

m
cf

e)

● Targeted drilling ROR: ~141%(1)

100

150

D
ai

ly
 P

ro
du

ct
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*

Period
Avg Gross 

(mmcfe/day)
Avg Net 

(mmcfe/day)

3Q'08 90 50

4Q'08 120 60 0

50

1Q'09 115 60

2Q'09 170 75

3Q'09 215 110
* Voluntary Curtailment

8

1) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf and oil prices of $70.00 per bbl 
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Colony Granite Wash Drilling
CHK Improvements 

●Strong gains in operational efficiency
– CHK has reduced drilling costs by 16% and 

d illi  i  b  2% i  Q3 ’08
$7.3 $7.4 

$6.9 
$6 1 $7 0

$8.0

$9.0

on
s)

Gross Cost Trends
Drill Complete

drilling time by 2% since Q3 ’08

●How much better can we get?
– Two Nomac rigs averaged $4.0mm drilling cost 

over the last 4 wells

$6.1 
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– CHK Balzar 2-7H cost $3.6mm to rig release in 
40 days with IP of 23 mmcfe/day

●How was this achieved? 
– Extensive Wash horizontal drilling expertise70 

Drilling Days

$0.0

$1.0

Q3 '08 Q4 '08 Q1 '09 Q2 '09 Goal

P

– Cost effective application of drilling technology
– Expert geo-steering to avoid hazards
– Less days and costs by avoiding sidetracks
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9
CHK’s 90+ horizontal rigs results in “best in class” drilling performance
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Colony Granite Wash
Targeted Well Profile
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Colony Granite Wash – Results to Date

Colony Wash Type Curve and Normalized Production History
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6.0

8.0
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Well Count

Current Type Curve 2Q’09:
IP Rate(1): 4.9 mmcf/day
Oil: 400 bo/day
1st yr decline: 74%
EUR: 5.70 bcfe
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Normalized Production History
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Colony Granite Wash – PV10 Sensitivity 
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Colony Granite Wash 
Rate of Return Profile

700%
4.3 bcfe
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Texas Panhandle Granite Wash

Flowers-Anderson E1095H
IP:  4.2 mmcf/day + 116 bo/day

T  P h dl  G it  W h

Tolbert 305H
IP:  2.3 mmcf/day + 482 bo/day

Texas Panhandle Granite Wash
● Located in Hemphill, Wheeler, 

Roberts counties, TX and Roger 
Mills county, OK

Reed T  8H

Zybach 15 -2H
IP:  4.3 mmcf/day + 177 bo/day

● CHK is one of the largest 
leasehold owners in the play 
with ~40,000 net acres

● Averaged 46 net mmcfe/day in 
IP:  8.2 mmcf/day + 418 bo/day

Miller 26 6H

● Averaged 46 net mmcfe/day in 
3Q’09

● CHK’s targeted drilling ROR is 
~128%(1) in this play CHK Op Rigs

CHK Non Op Rigs Miller 26 -6H
IP:  4.1 mmcf/day + 434 bo/day

CHK Non-Op Rigs

Industry Rigs

CHK Acreage

14

1) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf and oil prices of $70.00 per bbl 
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TX Panhandle Granite Wash Horizontal
Economics and Growth

Summary Targeted Economics:

●Well cost of $5 5 million
70

80

Texas Panhandle GW Daily Production 

G  N t●Well cost of $5.5 million

● IP: 6.0 mmcf/day and 300 bo/day

●EUR: 3.7 bcf and 180 mbo

● Finding cost of $1 40/mcfe 40

50

60

te
 (m

m
cf

e/
da

y)

Gross Net

● Finding cost of $1.40/mcfe

●ROR: ~128%(1)

Avg Gross Avg Net 10
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Period
Avg Gross 

(mmcfe/day)
Avg Net 

(mmcfe/day)
4Q'08 32 20

1Q'09 42 27

2Q'09 52 34

0

10

2Q'09 52 34

3Q'09 68 46

15

1) Assuming flat NYMEX natural gas prices of $7.00 per mcf and oil prices of $70.00 per bbl 
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Anadarko Basin Granite Wash 
Growth Profile

40018 
Chesapeake Total Net Natural Gas Profile

Granite Wash Wedge
Granite Wash Base
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Anadarko Basin Granite Wash 
Summary

● The various Washes found along the southern Anadarko Basin  
have the potential to be the largest non-shale resource play in 
the Mid-Continent

●CHK was the first company to realize the benefits of developing 
the Washes with horizontal wells, and has lead the technology 
improvements in the play

●CHK has put together a very large leasehold position with 
360,000 net acres throughout the play

●CHK is the most active driller in the Colony Wash and Texas ●CHK is the most active driller in the Colony Wash and Texas 
Panhandle Wash with 8 operated rigs currently drilling and an 
average of ~11 operated in 2010

●CHK’s current net production of 290 mmcfe/day●CHK s current net production of 290 mmcfe/day

17



Other Plays
Mark Lester, EVP – Exploration
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Drilling Diversity Snapshot in Time

At October 1, 2009 CHK had 101 operated rigs drilling                         
(-33% from one year ago)

●85% of CHK’s rigs were drilling in our “Big 4” shale resource plays ●85% of CHK s rigs were drilling in our Big 4  shale resource plays 
(50% one year ago)

●94% were drilling horizontal wells targeting 11 different 
formations in 8 states (70% horizontal one year ago)

– CHK is operating over 20% of all horizontal drilling in the U.S.

●57% were drilling with the aid of 3D seismic data and 12% were 
drilling exploratory wells (one year ago was 60% and 20%)

●~13% were drilling to total measured depths <10 000’  42% to ● 13% were drilling to total measured depths <10,000 , 42% to 
depths 10,000’ - 15,000’, and 45% to depths >15,000’ (one year 
ago was 25%/50%/25%)

●CHK’s non-shale and non-wash drilling has fallen from 74 rigs to 
$7 rigs; >$8 natural gas prices will be needed to increase drilling 

in most non-shale and non-wash plays

2

Today, CHK is drilling 1 out of every 7 natural gas wells in the 
U.S. vs. 1 out of every 10 wells a year ago
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CHK’s Ongoing Search for New Supplies
of Natural Gas and Oil
● The combination of state-of-the-art petrophysical analyses 

with advancements in horizontal drilling and completion 
technologies drives CHK’s ongoing search for new supplies technologies drives CHK s ongoing search for new supplies 
of natural gas and oil

– To date CHK has drilled, or is currently drilling, horizontal 
tests in 29 different formations in 12 states

– Of these 29 new formation tests, many of which are still in 
the evaluation phase, so far only 5 have proven unsuccessful

– More new formation evaluations are in the pipeline; some 
early in the scientific rock evaluation and mapping stages  early in the scientific rock evaluation and mapping stages, 
others with imminent drilling plans, many looking for oil

– Through the combined efforts of our Unconventional 
Resources Group, Petrophysical Group, Engineering 
Technology Group, and our Reservoir Technology Center, CHK 
continues to be a leader in the identification and evaluation 
of shale and other unconventional resource plays

3
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Reservoir Technology Center Update

●Since opening in April 2007, the Reservoir Technology Center 
(RTC) has processed and analyzed:

– 18,600 feet of conventional core from 40 different formations ,
from 14 states and 4 countries

– 1,944 rotary sidewall cores from 32 different formations from 
11 states

– 2,243 cuttings samples from 38 different formations from 11 2,243 cuttings samples from 38 different formations from 11 
states

●Currently have 25 employees in the RTC and Petrophysical 
Groups, including 16 degreed scientists

Th  RTC h  t d billi  f d ll  f l  d d – The RTC has created billions of dollars of value and saved 
millions of dollars of costs

– RTC can process about 600 feet of core per month
– Best-in-class reservoir technology center
– First of its kind owned and staffed by U.S. independent

4

Gives CHK a huge advantage – proprietary information, time to 
market, data intelligence and not reliant on third-party labs
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Cleveland Sand Horizontal Play
Oklahoma/Texas Panhandle

The play encompasses
~2.5 million acres

CHK Bray Trusts 1-24H
IP:  2.2 mmcf/day + 787 bo/day

CHK Carter 1-6H
IP   5 1 f/d  + 413 b /dIP:  5.1 mmcf/day + 413 bo/day

6 miles

5

WELLS DRILLED
CHK Operated wells (37 total, 35 producing)

CHK Non-Operated wells (67 total, 64 producing)
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Cleveland Sand Horizontal Play

● Low permeability silty sand, 
generally non-commercial 

Cleveland Sand

Ø  8%

TYPE LOG

generally non commercial 
vertically

●Average thickness of 50’

●35 operated producing wells,         
1 completing, 1 drilling

●Current daily production from 35 
CHK wells of 2,400 bo and 25 
mmcf1200
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CHK Operated Cumulative Cleveland Horizontal Production

GAS 17.0 bcf

OIL 1350 mbo mmcf

●Average economics: 135 mbo and 
2.1 bcf for $3.30 mm well cost for 
a finding cost of ~$1.44/mcfe
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Mississippian Horizontal Play
North Central Oklahoma

Kansas

BARBER
CHK Domino 1-30H

IP:  2.1 mmcf/day + 322 bo/day

Oklahoma

WOODS

The play encompasses

ALFALFA
The play encompasses

~130,000 acres

6 miles

7

CHK Operated wells chat (9 total, 8 producing)

CHK Operated wells limestone (5 total, 4 producing)

WELLS DRILLED
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Mississippi Chat & Lime Horizontal Play
Mississippi Chat Type Log

●High porosity, variable 
permeability chert

● Low porosity, low permeability, 

Mississippi Chat Type Log

Ø 10%Mississippi Lime Type Log
Low porosity, low permeability, 
fractured limestone

● Thickness range: 30’-70’

●12 operated producing wells,       

Ø  10%

800800
CHK Operated Cumulative Mississippian Horizontal Production

1 completing, 1 drilling

●Current daily production from 12 
CHK wells of 1,400 bo and 5.6 
mmcfGAS 0.7 bcf

Ø  5%
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●Average economics: 170 mbo and 
0.7 bcf for $2.75 mm well cost 
for a finding cost of ~$2.01/mcfe

GAS 0.7 bcf

OIL 280 mbo
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●200+ additional operated 
locations
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Ongoing Plays

●Anadarko Basin Deep Morrow/Springer – Western Oklahoma
– Currently 2 operated and 2 non-operated rigs
– Current net production of ~125 mmcfe/day

R t di  d i g 10 f /d  – Recent discovery producing >10 mmcfe/day 
– Going to 4 operated rigs by Q1 ‘10

●Sahara – Northwest Oklahoma
– Currently 1 operated and 2 non-operated rigs

C   d i  f 185 f /d– Current net production of ~185 mmcfe/day
– Recent stepout and horizontal drilling has been successful

●Deep Haley – West Texas
– Currently 1 operated and 2 non-operated (APC) rigs
– Current net production of ~65 mmcfe/day

●WEHLU (West Edmond Hunton Lime Unit) – Central Oklahoma
– No rigs currently drilling (acreage mostly HBP)
– Current net production ~1,155 bo/day + 9 mmcfe/day

●Southern Oklahoma/Arkoma Basin
– No rigs currently drilling (acreage mostly HBP)
– Plan to bring in a rig in Q4 ‘09
– Current net production of ~185 mmcfe/day

9
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New/Emerging Plays

●Eagle Ford Shale – South Texas
– Chesapeake has acquired ~50,000 net acres covering two prospect areasp q , g p p
– Anticipate acquiring another 50,000 – 100,000 net acres 
– Plan to spud first well during Q4 ‘09

●Various Anadarko Basin Tight Sands
– Transferring modern completion techniques and horizontal drilling to multiple, stacked-pay 

formations in the Anadarko Basin
– Positioned to capitalize with the industry’s leading leasehold position in the Basin  

●Bone Spring – Permian Basin, West Texas and SE New Mexicop g ,
– 5 operated horizontal wells drilled with 1 rig currently drilling
– 5 producing wells currently making 7.5 mmcf/day + 420 bo/day
– >2,000 potential locations on 160-acre spacing

Ch k  l  h  l th  ti l l  i  l  t  f i tifi  ●Chesapeake also has several other unconventional plays in early stages of scientific 
analysis and/or leasing

10

We are confident that we will be able to continue identifying and successfully 
exploiting new shale and unconventional plays for years to come
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A Natural Gas Company with
Oil Production Too!

●Amid a tremendous ramp-up of natural gas production from our shale resource plays, 
oil remains an important part and valuable part of our production mix at 8%, with the 
goal of increasing oil production % over time

●With the help of horizontal plays such as the Colony Wash  WEHLU  and the Cleveland ●With the help of horizontal plays such as the Colony Wash, WEHLU, and the Cleveland 
Sand, CHK is now the largest producer of oil in Oklahoma with 10% oil production 
market share (and 21% natural gas market share)

●CHK currently produces ~32,000 bo/day with ~55% of that coming from Oklahoma
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3D S i i  S3D Seismic Summary
Larry Lunardi, VP Geophysics
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3D Seismic Summary:  2009 - 2011

In-Progress:
2,000 Sq Mi

In-House:
35,500 Sq Mi

2010 / 2011:
3,500 Sq Mi, q

CHK has the largest inventory and is 
th  t ti  i  f 3D the most active acquirer of 3D 
seismic onshore in the U.S.

13
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Barnett – Geophysical Program

● In-house seismic data
– 380 sq miles of acquired 3D seismic data
– 504 sq miles of licensed 3D seismic data504 sq miles of licensed 3D seismic data

●Planned seismic data
– Permitting 91 sq miles of 3D seismic data for 

d li  b  2Q 2010delivery by 2Q 2010
– Planning 216 sq miles of 3D seismic data for 

delivery by 2Q 2011

Permitting

In-house

Planned

14
65% of core leasehold will have 3D seismic by 3Q 2010 65% of core leasehold will have 3D seismic by 3Q 2010 
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Fayetteville – Geophysical Program

110 miles

In-house 3D Seismic – 1,205 sq miles
– Covering 47% of Core Leasehold

In-House 2D Seismic

Planned 3D Seismic – 232 sq miles
– Covering 13% of Core Leasehold 

Future 2D Seismic

15
60% 60% of core leasehold will have 3D seismic by 3Q 2010of core leasehold will have 3D seismic by 3Q 2010
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Haynesville – Geophysical Program 

● In-house seismic data
53  il  f li dli d 3D – 53 sq miles of licensedlicensed 3D 
seismic data

– 295 sq miles of acquiredacquired
3D seismic data

– 4,500 miles of licensed    
2-D seismic data

● Planned seismic data
–– AcquiringAcquiring 832 sq miles 3D 

i i  d t  th t ill b  seismic data that will be 
available by Spring 2010

–– Permitting Permitting 395 sq miles of 
3D seismic data that will 
be available by 

Industry
Haynesville
Penetrations

Summer/Fall 2010

AcquiredLicensed 

162009/2010: Over 2009/2010: Over 1,500 square miles of 1,500 square miles of new 3D seismic new 3D seismic 

Shooting Permitting
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Haynesville – 3D Extracted Line
A A’

Best 
quality 
reservoirreservoir

A

A’

SMCKSMCK

SALTSALT

17

BSMNBSMN

Structurally quiet areas may Structurally quiet areas may yield yield reservoir quality mapsreservoir quality maps
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Marcellus 3D Survey Outlines

●CHK has 550 sq miles of in-
house 3D seismic data house 3D seismic data 
covering the Marcellus, 
which is over 50% of the 
existing industry data

● Less than 5% of the 
Marcellus play has 3D 
seismic data

●CHK is aggressively acquiring ●CHK is aggressively acquiring 
Marcellus 3D seismic data

18
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Marcellus North
3D Survey Outlines

Spec surveys deliver 
significant cost savings to 
operators
Average net cost per square 
mile: $30,000 (<$50/acre) 

Bradford County Spec 3D: 750 
square miles  (in progress)

19

NE Pennsylvania is most active area for current and proposed spec 3D 
surveys in the Marcellus
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NE Pennsylvania 3D
Extracted Line Thru Marcellus Section

MARCELLUS

SALTSALT

20
Hazard avoidance:  Salt tectonics can produce faulting of target zone
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Marcellus Pre-plan: Multi-well Pad
Onondaga Structure Map

A

A’

21Contour Interval : 20’
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3-D Seismic Line A-A’
A A’

Tully

Marcellus

~30’ of throw

Salina

Onondaga

Oriskany

22Target line pre-plan for opposing laterals on Marcellus multi-well pad
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Anadarko Basin 3D Seismic

TEXASTEXAS

OKLAHOMAOKLAHOMA

TEXASTEXAS

23
6,400 square miles of Anadarko Basin 3D seismic in-house
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Seismic Stratigraphy at 23,000’

CHK Wildcat Discovery 2  (WOC)             CHK  Wildcat Discovery 1         

23,000’ Wildcat 
Discovery 1

Southwest Northeast

CHK Wildcat Discovery 2  (WOC)             
Lower Cunningham/Britt

CHK  Wildcat Discovery 1         
Upper Cunningham

23,000’ Wildcat         
Probable Discovery 2 

Lower Cunningham 

Upper Cunningham 

(WOC)
Lower Cunningham 

Chesapeake Springer Producer

1981 Springer Dry Hole

24
Ultra-deep 3D wildcats yield 2 new field discoveries at 23,000’
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Geo-Steering and Reservoir Mapping –
Colony Wash Play

Top Reflection of  the   
Granite Wash ‘B’ Horizon

CHK Rose 1-30H
Section 30 11-N-16W

CHK Rose 1-30H
Section 30 11-N-16W

Bessie 3D Survey      
Depth Corrected PSTM

Seismic reflection from the Lower Pay Zone in 
lower Colony Wash ‘B’ pay zoneRose 1-30 Pilot Hole

25
3D seismic being used for targeting and mapping of multiple Granite Wash pay zones
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Seismic Imaging of Porosity Zones

Well # 3-3Well #1-1 Well # 2-2

West East

Upper 
Porosity

Lower 
Porosity

Well # 3-3Well #1-1 Well # 2-2

The Bessie 3D Survey contains possibly the highest

Transition 
Zone EastWest

Upper 
PorosityLower 

Porosity

The Bessie 3D Survey contains possibly the highest 
frequency data yet recorded in the Anadarko Basin. 

Those higher frequencies allows more detailed 
mapping of the subtle changes in Colony Wash ‘B’ 

stratigraphy. In this case, the  difference between the 
upper and lower porosity trends can be seen as a 

change in the seismic wavelet response.

26

High frequency imaging defining multiple porosity zones within individual 
Granite Wash pay zones



Reservoir Engineering
Steve Dixon, EVP – Operations and COO
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Reserve Reporting:  Quality Assurance

12

14

16
Proved Undeveloped Reserves

Proved Developed Reserves

●Most thorough reserve report in the business
– Daily

Updates on well status & production

3.4 

3.9 
4.0 

5.0 

6

8

10

12

Tc
fe

– Weekly
Over 40 different variance reports

●Monthly
– Variance report: production vs. forecast 

(1)

5.6 
6.9 

8.1 9.0 

0

2

4

YE06 YE07 YE08 YE09

– Finding cost report
– Type curve – compare all recent wells in 

every play to type curve expectations
●Quarterly

● Increased estimated proved reserves at 
6/30/09 to 12.5 tcfe, net of ’09 property 
divestitures of 99 bcfe and negative price 
related revisions of 664 bcfe 

– Review and prepare reserve report
– Only E&P company that provides quarterly 

reserve data to public
●Annual

●Up 10% YTD excluding the effects of 
price related revisions and property 
divestitures

– Third-party prepared reserve report on 
minimum of 75% of reserves

– Internal preparation of reserve report 
reconciled to third-party estimates

2

1) Excluding price revisions and adoption of the new SEC reserve reporting rules
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Forecasting Reserves:  
Hyperbolic Declineyp
●Reserves defined by decline curve analysis 

have four inputs:
– The initial production – IP
– The initial decline rate – De
– The hyperbolic exponent or b factor
– The terminal exponential decline - Dmin

●B factors >1 0 have been observed in ●B factors >1.0 have been observed in 
numerous low permeability – multiple layer 
reservoirs

●Dmin <5% routinely observed in low 
permeability reservoirspermeability reservoirs

●Pivey, Frantz, Williamson and Sawyer (2001 
SPE 71038) indicated b values >2.0 in dual 
porosity systems and 1.5 in CBM wells 

h    hi h  th  th  when pressures were higher than the 
desorption pressure, both of which are 
attributes to shale gas systems

3

Vanorsdale (1987 SPE 14446) calculated a b>2.0 from over 500 
Devonian shale gas wells in a three state area of Appalachia
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Barnett Shale:  Typical Horizontal Well

CHK Buffalo Ridge 3H
Johnson County, TX

CUM = 0.48 BCF
EUR = 1.78 BCF

b = 1 0Year 1

41% Decline

b = 1.0Year 1

Y  2

CUM = 0.72 BCF
EUR = 2.52 BCF

24% Decline

CUM = 0.94 BCF

b = 1.40
Year 2

17% D li CUM  0.94 BCF
EUR = 2.74 BCF

b = 1.44

Year 3
17% Decline

CUM = 1.01 BCF
EUR = 3.04 BCF

b = 1.69
Year 4

12% Decline

4
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Forecasting Reserves:  
Low Perm Reservoirs

Formation = Lower Huron Shale 
Formation Age = Devonian
K = .01 - 4.5md
Depth = ~2,000’-4,000’

Appalachian 
Huron 
Field Average

b = 1 9

D = 2.1%

169 Wells > 30 
yrs prod history

D = 1.6% Formation Name = Almond/Mesaverde
Formation Age = Cretaceous
K = .005-.05md

Wamsutter 
Field Average

b = 1.9

Year 1 Year 25

b = 2.4

K  .005 .05md
Depth = ~7,000-12,000’

Field Average

153 Wells > 10 
yrs prod history

Formation = Chester/Mississippi/HuntonD =1 9%

Year 1 Year 25

Formation = Chester/Mississippi/Hunton
Formation Age = Mississippian
K = .05 - .5md
Depth = ~7,500’

Sahara 
Field Average

319 Wells > 10 
yrs prod history

b = 1.9

D =1.9%

yrs prod history

Formation = Austin Chalk
Formation Age = Upper Cretaceous
K = .01 – 0.1 md
Depth = ~5,000-8,500’

Giddings 
Field Average

b  1 5

D =2.4%

Year 1 Year 25

5

326 Wells > 10 
yrs prod history

b = 1.5

Year 1 Year 25
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Forecasting Reserves: 
Low Perm Reservoirs

Jonah Field 
Average

D = 3.7%
Formation Name = Lance/ Mesaverde
Formation Age = Cretaceous
K = .01 - 1md
Depth = ~10,000’

142 Wells >10 
yrs prod history

D = 2.4%
TX Panhandle  
Lipscomb

b = 2.1

Formation Name = Cleveland
Formation Age = Upper Pennsylvanian
K = .03 - 1.1md

Year 12Year 1

b = 2.8

Lipscomb
Field Average

186 Wells >10 
yrs prod history

Formation = BarnettD =3 1%

K  .03 1.1md
Depth = ~6,500-8,500’

Year 14Year 1

Formation = Barnett
Formation Age = Mississippian
K = 100 – 500nd
Depth = ~6,500-8,000’

Barnett 
Vertical 
Field Average

371 Wells >9
yrs prod history

b = 2.5

D =3.1%

Formation = Barnett 
Formation Age = Mississippian
K = 100 – 500nd
Depth = ~6,500-8,000’

Barnett 
Horizontal
Field Average

yrs prod history

2 1

D =6.2%

Year 10Year 1

6

350 Wells >5  yrs 
prod history

b = 2.1

Year 1 Year 6
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More Production History has Led to
Positive Revisions

Barnett and Fayetteville Shale 
Cumulative Performance-Related Revisions(1)

500

400

200

300

bc
fe

100

-100

0

7

Per FAS 69 – Disclosure of Proved Oil and Gas Reserve Quantities: “Revisions represent changes in previous estimates of proved 
reserves, either upward or downward, resulting from new information…”

1) Excludes price-related revisions
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Forecasting Reserves:  Shale Reservoirs

10,000

11,000
Major Shale Type Curves

Proved
Risked

U d
Unrisked
U d 

F&D 
Cost 

Pre-Carry 
Est. IRR

b f D  Mi

7,000

8,000

9,000

Proved
Reserves

Unproved
Reserves

Unproved 
Reserves

Cost 
(per 

mcfe)

Est. IRR
$7 Gas/
$70 Oil

b-factor De Min

Haynesville 714 17,900 30,100 $1.44 55% 1.35 5%

Marcellus 125 16,100 64,600 $1.28 66% 1.50 5%

4,000

5,000

6,000

m
cf

e/
da

y

Actual tight gas reservoir production 

Barnett 3,202 4,700 6,300 $1.31 36% 1.50 5%

Fayetteville 1,018 7,800 9,800 $1.52 31% 1.50 5%

0

1,000

2,000

3,000
Actual tight gas reservoir production 
supports b>1.50 & Dmin <5%

0

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57
Month

Haynesville Type Curve Marcellus Type Curve Barnett Type Curve Fayetteville Type Curve

8
•Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package
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Revised SEC Reserve Reporting Rules

●Revised SEC rules effective for year-end ‘09 reserve reporting
●Pricing:  

No longer a single day  end of period price– No longer a single day, end of period price
– 12-month average price using the first day of each month within the reporting period
– 10-month average price 2009 to date of $3.79/mcf vs. year-end 2008 price of $5.71/mcf

●Proved Undeveloped (PUD):
– Proposed rules eliminate limitation of two parallel offsets to a horizontal producing well as – Proposed rules eliminate limitation of two parallel offsets to a horizontal producing well as 

proven undeveloped drilling locations
– SEC rules allow increase in shale play proven reserves if area has sufficient geologic data and 

statistically significant drilling and production results
Clarification and guidelines of new rules expected in October 2009g p

– The SEC has defined the term “reliable technology” as the foundation for booking PUDs more 
than one direct offset from a producing well

Geologic and engineering data specific to that formation and area
Production results from that specific formation and area
St ti ti l l i  f th t ifi  f ti  d  t  d fi   gStatistical analysis of that specific formation and area to define proven acreage

9
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Implications of Revised SEC Reserve 
Reporting Rules

●CHK’s shale focused assets are poised to realize large benefits from the new SEC 
reporting rules:

– Substantial acreage position (14.3 mm net acres overall, 2.7 mm net acres in the shale g p ( ,
plays)

– Significant volume of high quality geologic and engineering data collected
– 23 mm net acres of 3D seismic data, including >2.1 mm net acres in the shale plays
– >17 800 feet of whole core in the Big 4 shale plays in our RTC– >17,800 feet of whole core in the Big 4 shale plays in our RTC
– Proved developed wells:

Nearly 2,500 operated producing horizontal wells in the shale plays
Over 1,700 non-operated producing horizontal wells with CHK interest in the shale plays
C bi d l f l  5 500 d i  h i l ll   ll l  i  CHK f li  Combined total of nearly 5,500 producing horizontal wells across all plays in CHK portfolio; 
volume and diversity of horizontal production data exceeds any industry peer

– Proved undeveloped locations (PUDs):
As of Q2 ‘09, approximately  1,500 PUD locations combined in the Big 4 shale plays
Average of 2.5 producing wells per booked PUD
Total of 1,517 bcfe PUD reserves within the Big 4 shale plays (12% of total proved reserves)

10
Over time, CHK will likely be the largest beneficiary of the new SEC rules
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Big 4 Shale Resource Base

●CHK has a total of 51.6 tcfe of 
t t l d  d i k d  

Barnett Shale 
Total Resource - 7,902 bcfe 

664
354

Fayetteville Shale 
Total Resource - 8,818 bcfe

(7.5%)
(4.0%)

total proved  and risked reserves 
potential in the Big 4 shale plays

●Only 10% has been booked to 
date as proved reserves

2,488

714

4,700
(59.5%)

(31.5%)

(7.5%)

Marcellus Shale Haynesville Shale 
T lR 18 614 b f

714
7,800

(59 5%)
(9.0%)

(88.5%)

93 32

Total Resource ‐ 16,225 bcfe
297

417

Total Resource ‐ 18,614 bcfe

(1.6%)
(2.2%) (0.6%) (0.2%)

16,100

17,900
(96.2%)

(99.2%)

11

•Risk disclosure regarding unproved reserve estimates appears on page ii of the meeting presentation package

( )

CHK has captured a tremendous inventory of low-risk drilling 
opportunities and created legacy assets for decades to come


